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Abstract 

At the end of March 2018, a crisis erupted concerning Facebook and the political consultant 

company Cambridge Analytica. Cambridge Analytica had stolen data from Facebook users 

and used it in the 2016 US election that put Donald Trump in the oval office. The company 

utilized big data, psychological profiling, and target specific ads. By utilizing the power of big 

data Cambridge Analytica found themselves in a lethal crisis. But could big data be used in 

managing a crisis? Could companies use big data to predict and prevent a crisis? Could it be 

used to prepare for one? Or evaluate one? Big data has been one of the buzzwords of the last 

years, but little has been written about it concerning how crisis managers could apply it to 

their practices. In this thesis we aim to discuss these questions. By investigating three 

Norwegian reputational crises, we hope to map the potentials and pitfalls for using advanced 

big data analytics in times of reputational crisis. 

 

Sammendrag 

I mars 2014 bryter det ut en krise i Facebook og det politiske konsulent selskapet Cambridge 

Analytica. Sistnevnte skal ha stjålet data fra mange Facebook brukere til bruk i det 

amerikanske presidentvalget 2016 som satt Donald Trump i det ovale kontor. Selskapet 

utnyttet seg av såkalt Big data, psykologisk profilering og målrettede annonser. Ved å bruke 

kraften som ligger i Big data havnet Cambridge Analytica i en dødelig krise. Men kan Big 

data brukes til å håndtere en krise? Kan organisasjoner bruke Big data til å forutse en krise og 

hindre den? Kan Big data brukes til å gjøre organisasjoner bedre forberedt på en krise? Kan 

det brukes til å evaluere en krise? Big data analyse har vært et stort tema de siste årene, men 

lite har blitt skrevet om hvordan det kan brukes i håndteringen av en omdømmekrise. 

Gjennom å undersøke tre norske omdømmekriser ønsker vi å kartlegge potensialet og farene 

ved Big data analyse under en omdømmekrise.  
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1 Introduction 

A crisis can be many things. Corruption, a plane crash, a terrorist attack, hacking or other 

misdeeds. They happen all the time, but some of them are discussed by the news media and 

by people. Why? Some crises are in the public interest and on the news media agenda. An 

organization in crisis is faced with challenges, solving the problem and minimizing reputation 

loss. Solving the problem will hopefully help salvage the reputation, still the reputation is 

potentially damaged. Crises require a crisis response; communicative actions to the public, 

while also dealing with managerial issues. The organization and the individuals within have a 

need to limit reputation loss. This is where communication and public relations meet 

demanding issues that damage an organizations public image, this is called a reputational 

crisis. A reputational crisis is where there is much negative coverage of the organization, and 

stakeholders reassess their impression (Sohn & Lariscy, 2014, P. 24). This dissertation will 

investigate three reputational crises from the past. One involving how the largest bank in 

Norway got involved in tax-havens, - discovered through one of the largest journalistic 

investigations in history. A telecom giant who got involved with the political elite of 

Uzbekistan, resulting in corruption and millions in lost revenue. The third case is about how a 

Norwegian cross-country skier used a lip-cream that resulted in 18 months suspension from 

competition and resulted in massive reputation loss for the Skiing Federation which she 

represented.  

At about the same time as these crises unfold (2016), a man named Alexander Nix walks on 

stage at the Concordia summit in New York. At that time the CEO of Cambridge Analytica, a 

company that assisted both republican nominee Ted Cruz and later Donald Trump in the 2016 

US election. Nix claims that thanks to big data analytics, behavioral science and addressable 

advertising technology they helped Ted Cruz become the primary republican contender to 

Donald Trump (Concordia, 2016, september 27). Nix claims that strategic communications 

have changed drastically, communicators no longer work with creative ideas that one thinks 

will resonate with voters and consumers. We now have data that tells us what publics want to 

hear, this could imply a large change in strategic communications. Cambridge Analytica and 

Nix experienced a crisis themselves, it was revealed that they harvested data from 50 million 

Facebook users illegally, something ending with Cambridge Analytica shutting down in 2018. 

Cambridge Analytica serves as an example of both the potentials and the pitfalls of big data 

analytics. The subject of big data and its usage in strategic communication is highly sensitive, 
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as the CA/Facebook crisis exemplifies. As soon as it was revealed that Facebook had not 

managed personal information well enough their stock went from 185$ to 152$ but went back 

up again to 166$ after Zuckerberg’s testimony to the US congress (NASDAQ). This is a good 

example of how a crisis and its management and communication can affect the stock price. 

However well the crisis was dealt with from Facebook, they failed at the most important area, 

preventing it from happening. It’s still too early at the time of writing to see how they recover 

from it. But could big data be used in managing a crisis? Could organizations use big data to 

prevent a crisis, could it be used to prepare for one, or could it be used in evaluating one? Big 

data has been one of the major buzzwords of the last years, but little has been written 

concerning how crisis managers and communicators could apply it to their practice. In this 

thesis we aim to discuss these questions. By investigating three Norwegian reputational crises, 

this is going to be a first contribution in mapping the potentials and pitfalls for using advanced 

big data analytics in times of reputational crisis. 

 “The debate about big data in strategic communication is relatively new within the 

broader domains of strategic communications” (Markus Wiesenberg, 2017, p. 98) 

There have been written articles concerning how big data is changing marketing, changing 

retail businesses, and management, but little to none concerning big data and reputational 

crises. This was discovered by doing different searches at Google Scholar. This thesis will 

contribute to the field of crisis management and communications. It will also be of use to 

crisis managers who wish to prepare for future crises and potentially avoid them, by 

presenting a wide framework on the use of big data analytics before, during and after a crisis. 

The thesis is written from a Norwegian perspective, focusing on Norwegian cases and 

examples. Still the conclusions of the thesis could be of use to others with an interest in crisis 

communication and management. 

1.1 Research question and hypotheses 

We did not have the opportunity to study crisis managers using a big data tool in all the stages 

of a crisis. Crises from the past had to be investigated. A crisis is a sensitive subject and 

access to observe the organization dealing with it is rarely granted. We must therefore 

investigate crises from the past. Discovering what the problems and issues organizations 

faced and see if big data analytics could provide for better strategic decision making. 
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By using literature on the two subjects of crisis management and big data, a comprehensive 

theoretical framework was created to provide us with multiple hypotheses on the use of big 

data analytics in the different stages of a crisis. The guidelines for a crisis is based on Timothy 

Coombs and his book ongoing crisis communication (2012). A crisis has three primary stages, 

and each stage has multiple phases. The three stages are before, during, and after a crisis. 

Each stage has underlying phases such as prevention, preparation and communication. The 

research question is phrased so that we don’t assume that big data will change crisis 

management and communication. However, we must still investigate how big data potentially 

can influence and improve operationalization of crisis management practices. Therefore, the 

hypotheses presented later will serve to answer the research question.  

Can the use of big data analytics change crisis communication and management? An 

exploratory analysis of three Norwegian reputational crises. 

1.2 Background and structure 

There are several reasons for doing a project concerning crisis communication and big data. 

New technology can potentially change how organizations communicate and manage how a 

crisis is managed and communicated. Also, to measure the impact of a crisis, and the 

reputation of an organization. Instead of surveying people, big data analytics can be used to 

know “where you stand” in terms of reputation. The use of big data also needs to result in 

better decision-making and improve the practices of today if it is to change crisis management 

and communication. We are living in the digital age and many aspects of media and 

communication has changed, as television and the printing press changed the industry before.  

This investigation is written from a media and communications starting point, but can also be 

useful within -leadership, business development, and information science. In terms of 

academic relevance, public relations and strategic communications are the most relevant 

topics. There are many academic traditions within the subject of communications. Two of the 

most common are public relations and strategic communication. Other terms include; 

communication management, reputation management, and corporate communications (Ihlen, 

2013, p.13-16). Reputation management is an important term for this thesis since the cases 

used in this thesis are crises were the organizations are presented with an issue that threatens 

their reputation. During a reputational crisis there is massive media exposure and the 
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organization needs to communicate to stakeholders, the reputation is at stake. The 

communication usually happens through the media, and is why we work from a media and 

communications starting point. 

This thesis is an exploratory investigation. We are exploring a field and practice that is under 

development. The study is also comparative in its design since we are looking at three cases 

that have similarities and differences. The thesis is a multiple case study that aims to provide 

advice concerning the usage of big data analytics before, during, and after a crisis. After 

analyzing these three cases we will discuss key issues experienced before, during, and after 

the crisis. Then using theory concerning big data analytics and an expert interview, we will 

see what capabilities big data analytics have, and if any of these capabilities can be used in 

crisis management and communication.  

What had these managers planned for in the preparation and prevention stages? What did they 

do? How was the plan executed? Did the plan change? And what was the phases did they go 

through? Were the communicative actions evaluated? These are questions that must be 

answered. The answers will be found by using interviews. While at the same time evaluating 

the media attention surrounding the crisis and comparing them to one another. At the same 

time, we ask the question, could big data analytics be used in this phase?  Also asking the 

managers about their thoughts on the relevance of big data in crises, since these managers 

represent companies that are/have been exposed to many reputational crises due to their 

significance in Norwegian society. It is interesting to see if this is something they are 

considering implementing or buying from a consultancy. If so, then it can be argued that it 

might change crisis communication and management. But as mentioned, we must also look at 

what they did and the possibilities of big data and see if there is a match. This thesis also has 

an objective in supplementing and testing traditional theory about reputational crises and 

figuring out what is important in the different stages of crisis.  

1.3 Limitations 

Since few are using big data insights for crisis management in Norway and access to observe 

from within is rarely granted, our cases had to be from the past. Another reason for choosing 

cases from the past was that the crisis had to be over, so the evaluation efforts of the 

organizations could be investigated. Other errors will be discussed in both the discussion and 
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methodology chapters. But as mentioned, we had to create a good theoretical framework by 

using literature on the two subjects. It is worth mentioning that the framework is a large part 

of the dissertation. It was a necessity, due to this being an exploratory dissertation on a topic 

with little academic research. It was also important to understand the potentials of big data in 

a reputational crisis, the analysis chapter of this dissertation serves as a test to these potentials. 
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2 Theoretical framework 

The aim of this dissertation is to investigate if big data analytics can help manage and 

communicate in a reputational crisis. A reputational crisis is where the reputation of an 

organization or individual is at stake, and the organizations must reconstruct activities and 

prescribe some antidote to the crisis. There is theoretical research on crisis management and 

communication, and for big data, but not on the role of big data in a reputational crisis. 

Timothy Coombs and his book: Ongoing crisis communication ( 2012) will together with 

Andrew McAfee and Erik Brynjolfsson and their article in the Harvard business review: Big 

Data: The Management Revolution (2012) are referenced as two fundamental sources.  

Some definitions of big data analytics are needed and will be addressed first. Then we will 

look closer at algorithms and advanced analytics which are two central aspects of big data 

analytics. Then we will present how a crisis unfolds, and in what stages of a crisis big data 

analytics could play a role, meaning for example communication, media surveillance, 

predicting a crisis, or detecting signals. These topics will be further explained. These sections 

of the thesis aim to present some reasonable expectations about the possible role of big data in 

crisis management and communication. These expectations will serve as hypotheses used for 

analysis and discussion. But it is important to first introduce the concept of big data, before 

looking at what role it may potentially play in a reputational crisis.  

2.1 Big data 

Defining big data. Data can be described as pieces of information. Big data is large amounts 

of small facts/information units. Big data are data sets that are too voluminous or complex for 

traditional methods of analysis. Big data can be characterized as “the overwhelming volume of 

information produced by and about human activity, made possible by the growing ubiquity of 

mobile devices, tracking tools, and online texts.” (Neuendorf, 2017, p.143). Big data is not 

something new, information has always been there, it has just been hard to collect, systemize 

and analyze. Someone who used big data early was U.S navy officer and navigator Matthew 

Maury. By utilizing big data sets from logbooks, nautical maps, records of wind, water, and 

weather about specific locations on specific dates. When putting all this information together 

he discovered new ways to navigate the seas and more efficient routes. His “computers” were 

people who calculated the data from the logs. He divided the Atlantic into five parts, were he 
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noted the weather, waves and month. He wanted more data, so he had every US navy ship use 

a standard way of logging shipping data, which in turn gave better routes. In 1855, he 

published “the physical geography of the sea. He plotted 1,2 million data points. He was one 

of the first to utilize the value of large amounts of data. It just took a lot more time and effort 

than it does today (Cukier & Mayer-Schönberger, 2013).  

Data volume is the main attribute of big data, that is why it’s called big data. Laney (2001) 

introduced what today is the common definition of big data through the three V’s, volume, 

variety, and velocity (Sited from Wiesenberg, Zerfass, & Moreno, 2017, p. 96). Volume is as 

mentioned the defining attribute, and can be seen in terabytes, records, transactions, tables or 

files. Using millions of data units to make large data sets. Variety makes these data sets 

bigger, this data can be structured, unstructured, semi structured or a mix of all of them. This 

variety of data increases the volume, variety is different sources of information. Variety in big 

data can exemplified by weather; If you only measure temperature, then the data only tells 

you something about the temperature, but if you also measure wind then your dataset not only 

gives more information, but one can also map the probability of the temperature being 

affected by the wind and give you a better understanding of the weather. The third defining 

aspect of big data is velocity. Velocity is speed, or the frequency of data delivery. Volumes 

grow fast when analyzing everything written online for example. Media content both from 

traditional and social media is also sources for big data (Wiesenberg, Zerfass, & Moreno, 

2017) (Russom, 2011) (McAfee & Brynjolfsson, 2012). In the first day of a crisis, the 

writings in the media and on the internet, - grow fast. Still, an important aspect is that big data 

is not directly useful. Big data sets need to be analyzed, systematized, visualized and 

interpreted. This process, combined with the massive data power made available by modern 

computers, is where big data is turned into insights. The term big data is therefore not 

sufficient, a better term might be advanced analytics on big data sets. This means that when 

using the term big data in this thesis, it essentially means analytics on large datasets and the 

visualization of those insights.   

2.2 Advanced analytics and algorithms 

“Big data can be defined as a cultural, technological and scholarly phenomenon that 

includes an interplay between, technology, analysis, and mythology. The technology 

gives computing power, the analysis tries to identify patterns by correlation and cross-
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referencing, the mythology is the belief that big data offer a higher form of 

intelligence” (Crawford & Boyd, 2012, p. 663) 

We have established that big data is defined by its volume, variety and speed, but also as a 

phenomenon that includes an interplay between technology, analysis and mythology. 

However, that does not make big data something new. As the example of Matthew Maury 

from 1855 illustrates. 

So why has it been one of the most discussed technological trends in recent years? 

Big data has become more accessible to gather and analyze, than what it was in 1855. Big 

data analytics is where advanced analytic techniques operate on big data sets. These 

techniques are based on algorithms. An algorithm is a set of rules followed in a procedure of 

calculations or problem-solving operations done by a computer. The process of collecting, 

storing, and analyzing big data by computer-based methods is referred to as data mining. Data 

mining is discovering patterns in big data sets. The output of this data mining can be either 

descriptive or predictive analytics. Descriptive analytics describe a relationship between 

variables telling us what occurred. (Wiesenberg, Zerfass, & Moreno, 2017, p. 97). 

(Neuendorf, 2017, p. 244-245) Predictive analytics aim to prescribe in decision making and 

predict an outcome or trend based on data from the past. These types of analytics require 

specific algorithms that must be able to categorize and predict based on regularities, patterns 

and relationships. This aspect of big data analytics being predictive and/or prescribing is 

something that can be useful in the event before a crisis. This will be further discussed, when 

addressing the pre-crisis stage. We also expect language and communication to be of 

significance in a crisis and in the use of big data. Both in measuring and in the creation of 

messages.  

New ways of communicating have evolved dramatically, from the printing press to radio, 

from radio to tv, to the mediatized society we currently live in. Communication is an 

important aspect in a reputational crisis, but also in big data analytics. Big data analytics are 

closely connected with digital communication technologies, datafication, and computer-aided 

text analysis also known as CATA. By using algorithms, computing technology has “learned” 

the human language and can process language and analyze text (Neuendorf, 2017, p. 3). 

Google translate is an example of how big data is used to translate language, the machine 

learns languages by using massive amount of data, for example documents from the united 
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nations (Anderson, 2008). This type of text analysis is closely related to our research 

question, because it focuses on reputational crises, looking at the coverage of a crisis, the 

coverage is one of the major reasons that there is reputational crisis. In short, an algorithm can 

understand (to varying degrees) what is being written online and can determine if it is positive 

or negative, and/or measure according to other key performance indicators. In contrast to 

Maury who used people to code a shipping routes and the weather, the machine measures 

words and sentences, and uses algorithms to characterize the context as for example positive 

or negative. Algorithms combined with data power allow the words and sentences to be 

analyzed and coded at a faster and larger scale. Algorithms are made by humans, and are not 

infallible. The most important aspect of advanced analytics on big data sets is probability, the 

chance of something being true. Big data analytics use correlation to determine the likelihood 

of something. In big data there is no degrees of certainty, only probability. (Cukier & Mayer-

Schönberger, 2013) (Russom, 2011). 

2.3 Reputations, defining a crisis, and crisis stages 

 Now that we have discussed what big data is, we must look at what determines a crisis. 

Especially what a reputation is and the different stages in a crisis. There are varying forms of 

crisis, there can be many causes for a crisis, a crisis can simply be an event that is unnerving, 

disruptive or interruptive (Pratt, 2012, p. 9). We are interested in crises that interrupt the 

normal operations and requires corrective actions and large amounts of media attention that 

threaten the reputation of the organization.  

2.3.1 Reputations 

An important assumption for this thesis is that reputations have value. Reputations can be 

defined as thoughts and opinions that are generally held about someone or something, a 

reputational crisis is when that reputation is under threat (Sohn & Lariscy, 2014, p. 24). There 

is strong consensus in the practitioner world and in academic writings that reputations are 

valuable (Coombs, 2012, P. 35-40). The reputation of an organization is either unfavorable or 

favorable. Several things become easier with a good reputation, customers, investments, 

attracting talents, motivated employees, and positive coverage from financial analysts. 

Reputations are like capital, built by communicative efforts, that capital can shrink if there is 

a severe organizational crisis. Reputations are evaluative and develops when stakeholders get 
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information about the organization through communicating with the organization directly, by 

word of mouth and by reading about the organization through the news media or online 

communities (Coombs W. T., 2012, p.14 & 35-40). If the organizations is discussed 

negatively in these channels there is a reputational crisis. 

2.3.2 Defining a crisis 

 “A crisis can be defined as: The perception of an unpredictable event that threatens 

important expectancies of stakeholders and can seriously impact an organization’s 

performance and generate negative outcomes” (Coombs W. T., 2012, p. 2) 

In this thesis we are looking at crises as a reputational threat and there are different ways this 

threat is diagnosed. One is the initial crisis responsibility, this points to how much 

stakeholders believe that the organization is to blame for the crisis. This responsibility can be 

categorized in three levels of attribution. An important point before categorizing what 

responsibility the organization has is that managers need to assess the type of crisis they are 

in. Coombs (2012) presents 10 different types, some with little attribution of responsibility, 

like natural disasters, rumors, workplace violence, and malevolence. Some types have little, 

but some attribution of responsibility, claims about operating in an inappropriate manner, also 

called challenges. Other types with little responsibility are technical error accidents and 

technical product harm. Human error accidents, human error product harm and organizational 

misdeeds have a strong attribution of responsibility. (Coombs, 2012, p. 73 & 159). The cases 

studied in this thesis are in the category of challenges, organizational misdeed or human error 

accident or human error product harm, meaning crises with a strong attribution of 

responsibility.   

Every organizational crisis will be somewhat different; however, they share the fact that they 

share a threat to the organization or an individual’s public image. Stakeholders, like owners or 

customers have ethical, legal, or normative expectations to the organization. The definition of 

stakeholders is someone who has an interest in an organization (Coombs, 2012, p. 2). When it 

comes to managing this relationship, it is normal to separate into various stakeholder groups. 

Primary and secondary. Primary stakeholders are employees, investors, the government, 

customers, or suppliers. Secondary stakeholders are those who can affect or be affected by the 

actions of an organization. These might be the news media, activist groups and competitors. 

These secondary stakeholders are important influencers, they can also harm reputations and 
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create crises (Coombs W. T., 2012, p.38). Stakeholders have an interest in the organization, 

economically, politically, or social interests. A successful organization requires a good 

relationship with its stakeholders. These stakeholders will naturally play a leading role in a 

reputational crisis. For crisis management and communication, one needs to focus on both 

primary and secondary stakeholders. The primary stakeholders can strike, stop operations, or 

customers can boycott. Secondary stakeholders can expose misdeeds, competitors can make 

lawsuits, and activist groups can launch boycotts.  

To illustrate a crisis and crisis treatment Robert Heath (1998, p. 291) uses medical parallels. 

Bed-resting, an issue that is on the news media’s front page, but does not threaten the 

organizations existence. Medication, a crisis that requires media response, and perhaps 

restructuring of the normal operations, but sufficient explanations, empathic response and 

moderate changes is enough to deal with the crisis. Chronic, a crisis that requires 

communication with the news-media and restructuring of operations to avoid an incident, 

threatens the trustworthiness of the organization and central spokespersons, some consider 

putting their resources to other organizations. Lethal, an event that leads to the organizations 

“death” because it did not mobilize the technical, economic, human and communicative 

resources to reestablish trust to their stakeholders. The damage is too large, leading to the end 

of the organization (Heath, 1998, p.291). The cases investigated in this thesis are in the 

medication and chronic category. None of them are life threating, but still large enough to 

require restructuring of operations and a large degree of media management.  

2.3.3 Stages 

 When discussing the lifecycle of a crisis a framework by Timothy Coombs (2012) will be 

used, he uses a three-stage approach, pre, during and post crisis with underlying sub 

categories. Other writers like Mitroff (1994) and Fink (1986) use a four and five stage 

approach. Coombs (2012) uses Mitroff and Finks approaches to create a wider framework. 

The basis for the framework by Coombs, is presented below in table 1. 

Table 1 Coombs (2015) P: 10 

Fink (1986) Mitroff (1994) Coombs (2012)  

Prodromal Signal detection Pre-crisis 

Probing and prevention 
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Crisis breakout Damage containment Crisis 

Chronic Recovery 

Resolution Learning Post-crisis 

 

2.4 An expert interview 

 In the following sections of the theoretical framework we will use writings about crisis 

management and big data to sketch out some hypotheses about the influence big data could 

have on crises. We will also use an expert interview to arrive at these hypotheses. Before 

moving into each specific stage, we will present the expert interview that will be used in each 

individual stage.  

The expert interviewee is a prominent consultant in the subject of crisis communication and 

management. He is the chairman and a senior partner of a bureau that offers big data analytics 

to their customers. The expert has many years of experience from public relations and crisis 

management and has seen many crises. The interview focuses on a big data tool, and their 

practice with it, why do they provide this service, etc. The big data tool is called Q-ball, and is 

developed by Swedish company Quattroporte. The Q-ball tool is made especially for looking 

at trends, by gathering very large data sets, and structuring those data. The following sections 

focuses on two aspects. The background for providing the service, and the credibility of the 

tool.   

2.4.1 Background  

 The reason for the consultancy getting into big data analytics came from discussions about 

how the company would approach digitalization, their competitors were focusing on social 

media campaigns, they wanted a more analytical approach. After a conference about machine 

learning, big data and artificial intelligence the expert interviewee saw that this would change 

the communications sector. After getting in touch with a company who provided a big data 

tool a deal was completed, and they now look to apply it to all the areas they work with. One 

of these areas is crisis management and communication. The expert interviewee says that 

originally, they thought it could be used for signal detection. He uses the example of the 

financial crisis. 
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We could have seen the financial crisis coming. Subprime loans had been written about for years, and 

the writings kept growing, and concerns grew. Then it hit and Lehman brothers fell. If we followed that 

development just based on what was said and written on the internet, then perhaps we could have been 

better prepared when the whole system broke down. (Expert interview) 

The company uses the tool mostly to do trend reports and seeing developments in society. 

Identifying what people are concerned with today and over time, they also use a predictive 

algorithm to see how this evolves in the future. The company also uses it to create 

communication strategies. They also test messages. 

 For example, we made a communications strategy for a customer where we tested all the messages the 

old way, then we tested them in the predictive model, and see what the sentiment is around it, that 

makes up the foundation which decisions are made on, together with our own assessments. (Expert 

interview) 

He also highlights the need for competence about a crisis and communication.  

It’s crucial to have the professional competence of the field, you learn how a crisis most likely will 

evolve, I still believe that will be very important. But with big data or other analyses you get a better 

fundament for decision making. (Expert interview) 

Another important element for them as, much as it is for this thesis itself, is how technological 

development will potentially change communication counseling and practices. An important 

term that is used by the interviewee is sentiment, the word can also be defined as a feeling 

towards an issue. It could be argued that sentiment is the central term when discussing big 

data and reputations Another observation from the interview is that just having a big data tool 

is not enough. Two more things are needed, good questions for the machine to test, and good 

interpretations of the answers it provides. These are questions that need to be further 

discussed in their respective crisis management stages.  

2.4.2 Credibility of a big data tool 

 So how does the Q-ball tool work? How can it figure out the “sentiment” of the public? How 

can we determine the credibility of the tool? This an important aspect for the dissertation. In 

the methods section we will explain how we used the tool ourselves to get rich answers from 

the interviewees at the different organizations. An important reason for discussing the 

reliability of the tool is that if the tool does not work properly it is not likely to change the 

management of a crisis. Also, if there was no such tool, there would not be a discussion about 
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the usefulness it could have in a crisis. It is vital for the thesis that there is a big data tool that 

can potentially be used in a crisis.  

 

The validity of Q-Ball. Why is it credible? Do you have to check the sources for example? 

 

Yes you can enter and….. Q-ball is not the answer to all. It’s been tested against stocks, and it predicts 

7 out 10 stocks correctly. 3 out of 10 don’t work. So, it’s not a 100%, the advantage however is that Q-

ball has an algorithm that has existed since 2010, it has been tested, retested, developed and tuned. We 

know we are capable on stock exchanges, we know we are capable on elections. So, we are pretty 

certain that the algorithm works. But big data analysis is no better than the questions you ask and the 

interpretation of the answer you receive. It can be banal stuff like not enough sources. An example from 

another customer, an aluminum company. We did a simple analysis with many aluminum companies 

and put them into the algorithm and saw how it was trending. The one company that was most trending 

was a small company, the executives were critical since they were certain that company was not 

trending. We saw in hindsight it had not been enough sources. We need enough sources. (Expert 

interview) 

 

The expert interviewee also points to a general error of computerized text analysis, some 

words have two meanings, so one must account for those errors when interpreting the results. 

He says a simple answer to this problem is to use google, which gives a good direction of 

what way something is going.  

 The algorithm in Q-Ball is based on Kahnemanns psychological decision-making models. He argues 

that the dangers with “expert intuition” is that you get used to that the case might evolve that way, but 

not all cases evolve that way, so you miss all the cases that deviate from the normal.  

That is where sentiment analysis can help you get a better foundation for decision making. And I believe 

the combination of data, experience, and intuition is a good combination (Expert interview). 

These also involves something we will discuss more later, touching upon an overall theory 

about how management is changing due to big data. For analyzing the validity of Q-ball we 

can also look at what analysis the company have done previously. The company, using the Q-

ball software claim on their website (Zynk, 28.05.2018) that their analysis of the 2017 

Norwegian parliament election was largely correct. The analysis was based on 40 million 

Norwegian webpages and millions of Norwegian tweets. By seeing what stories and trends 

that affected the voters and what political parties that were on route to good results compared 

to the previous election. The big data tool is developed by the Swedish company Quattroporte 
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to do trend and reputation analysis in the private sector, but can also be used to predict 

election results. The tool caught the trends that characterized the election before multiple 

news media outlets and election polls, and the data analysis corelated with the election result. 

We can establish that a software like Q-ball is usable and credible, but with its problems too. 

As the expert interviewee says, you must be good at using it, it’s all about the questions you 

ask, and your interpretation of the answers. Q-ball has 2 main functions; descriptive and 

predictive analytics. Measuring from the past and present we could call descriptive analytics 

about what happened. The forecasting function relies on an algorithm that can see how things 

might play out, this is predictive analytics. The forecasting model the expert interview say can 

test messages. Q-ball uses sources from twitter and webpages, media outlets included.  

This dissertation is written in cooperation with the company the expert represents (Zynk), but 

with no formal ties in terms of funding or benefits. But the company and the expert 

interviewee was kind enough to participate and have conversations about the topic and let us 

test the software ourselves.  

2.5 Pre- crisis 

 We are now moving into a specific crisis stage, the pre-crisis stage. The best way to deal with 

a crisis is to prevent it from happening. Fire departments for example use much time and 

resources in guiding people when using heat and reminding of the importance of changing the 

battery on smoke detectors. They communicate good prevention and preparation procedures. 

The same goes for a reputational crisis. The pre-crisis stage of a crisis is a comprehensive and 

vital stage to have knowledge about. Preventing a crisis is the number one objective, a point 

Coombs (2012) uses five chapters to explain in his ongoing crisis communication book, he 

uses one chapter for response and one chapter for evaluations. In the pre-crisis phase, Coombs 

(2012, p.31-114) outline two main subcategories, prevention and preparation. These sub 

categories are connected, so something in the prevention phase is also be relevant in the 

preparation phase. Preparation can be separated in two different ways, one is preparing for a 

specific crisis, the other is planning for “unknown” crises. Which areas in the pre-crisis stage 

can be expected to be changed by big data? By using literature from the two subjects we make 

some reasonable expectations that will serve as hypotheses. 
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We are looking at reputational crises from a public relations perspective. And an important 

part of the PR process is setting objectives. The objectives or goals of the organizations 

should be meaningful, reasonable and measurable.  

In a big data world, objectives can go beyond standard communications 

objectives (Weiner & Kochhar, 2016, p:15). 

 When using big data analytics in objectives, objectives can be more… and create larger goals 

for the public relations program, such as attracting top talent, lowering costs, and drawing 

investor interest (Weiner & Kochhar, 2016, p.15). When preparing for a reputational crisis it 

is important to have objectives/goals such as limiting reputation loss or use experiences from 

other crises. An objective could also be to implement efforts in the pre-crisis stage, so that an 

organizational crisis is close to impossible. Or it can be to have more media training to 

become better communicators. It can also be about communicating accurately and consistent, 

or for example communicate quickly and honestly. The most important objective should be 

preventing crises from happening. This is known as issues management. The term Issue is 

somewhat vague, and will in this dissertation be used for two main descriptions. An issue in 

the pre-crisis stage is a type of problem with a resolution that can impact the organization. But 

an issue can also be just a problem and a topic for discussion. Management of these issues, 

means seeing and dealing with them. Issues management is shaping how an issue is resolved. 

For example, an argument between two executives in an organization. Issues can be managed 

in different ways, changing parts of the organization is one of them. Some of these issues may 

evolve into a reputational crisis. Practicing issues management is essentially doing crisis 

prevention. At the same time the organization might grow and improve by solving these 

issues. As much as issues management is part of crisis prevention, it also goes the other way 

around, where a reputational crisis might create the need for issues management (Coombs W. 

T., 2012, p. 32-35).  

2.5.1 Landscape analysis 

 In a literature review by Markus Wiesenberg, Ansgar Zerfass and Angeles Moreno (2017) 53 

articles between 2010 and 2015 were identified in an interdisciplinary review of big data and 

strategic communications. Most of the identified articles where from a marketing perspective, 

and micro targeting, highlighting how little there has been written concerning public relations 

and big data. Those who do discuss it point to big data’s value in evaluations, measurements 
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and understanding public opinion. A white paper by Mark Weiner and Sarab Kochhar (2016) 

point in that direction. They refer specifically to five points where big data analytics can be 

applied in the PR process. Objectives, strategy, tactics, evaluations and landscape analysis.  

A landscape analysis figures out the terrain that the organization is operating in. On aspect 

that Weiner and Kochhar (2016. p.15) point to is that big data analytics broadens the scope of 

analysis, by looking at for example societal trends. This broadening means that it covers more 

than just for example media activity, but also twitter messages and webpage posts, and of our 

interest reputations and attitudes towards the organization. The point of a landscape analysis 

is to get an idea of what stakeholders think (Weiner & Kochhar, 2016, p.15). A landscape 

analysis can be useful both in preparing for a crisis and prevention. In the prevention stage a 

landscape analysis can be used to evaluate risks. All organizations have risks that need to be 

managed. Personnel, products, production processes, facilities, competition, regulations and 

customers. One must always evaluate risk. What are the risks of a certain strategy? “When 

managers chose to engage in risk aversion, risk management becomes crisis prevention” 

(Coombs, 2012, p.41). Issues that are on the agenda of the media, politicians and the 

population might be important for crisis managers to evaluate, because they might end up 

being a potential issue for the organization. An example is the Facebook and Cambridge 

analytical issue, if Facebook knew how stakeholders would react towards a scandal involving 

user data breaches, then perhaps they would have acted in such a way that they avoided the 

crisis. Some risk is regulated by law too. You can’t for example build an airplane and start 

flying people, you need to meet regulatory policies. Airlines is a good and often used example 

in crisis management. Their whole business is based around avoiding risks that can result in a 

plane crash. However, they might not be prepared for a reputational crisis involving for 

example sexual harassment or customer boycotts.  

The first goal when preventing a crisis is to find warning signs, from both external and 

internal sources. This, so that the organization can take early action to prevent issues from 

developing into a crisis. Seeing warning signs is a process where one must utilize the 

organizations human and technical resources to undertake issue, risk and reputational 

management. Signal detection can also be discussed as “listening” to the surroundings, and 

Coombs (2012) argue that listening is what signal detection is all about. Monitoring blogs, 

and other online communities are good for seeing an arising crisis and especially for 

potentially para-crises, where some people share something negative concerning the product 
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of the organization. It might “go viral” that the product for example does not meet 

environmental standards, it might not be true, but the rumor might spread, it’s then of course 

important to communicate appropriately. Since big data analytics are usually data from online 

sources, big data could (if used correctly) be used to tap into these online discussions for the 

purpose of signal detection by doing landscape analysis. As mentioned a landscape analysis 

can also be useful in the preparation stage, especially when evaluating reputational threat.  

2.5.2 Prepare for the worst 

When preparing for a crisis Coombs (2012) argue for some specific steps that should be in 

order and addressed when preparing for an unknown crisis. One of them is, diagnosing 

vulnerabilities, every organization has specific vulnerabilities, but can encounter different 

crisis types as mentioned earlier. To deal with the different types of crisis, there is a need for 

crisis management team(s). The teams need to train and simulate a crisis. Another important 

aspect is to select and the training spokespersons. A poorly trained or unskilled spokesperson 

can elevate the crisis. The spokesperson has an important responsibility from a strategic 

communications perspective. Communicating accurate messages consistently. Every 

organization should have more than one spokespersons. The consistency and accuracy in 

messages is usually not the responsibility of one individual. The spokespersons have the 

responsibility for speaking with/to the media. Usually the top executive must make some 

statements during a reputational crisis, but others will probably also be addressing the media. 

Time is not to be wasted in crisis situations, this calls for good crisis management plans. 

Which includes some factors such as rehearsal dates, incident reports, stakeholder contacts 

worksheets, centralizing external information to name a few. The last stage of preparation 

consists of reviewing crisis communication systems. (Coombs, 2012, p.71-97). The question 

then becomes what parts of this preparation can become better by utilizing the power of big 

data. We would argue that big data can’t be used to evaluate the communication systems and 

the creation of crisis management plans and teams, seeing as these are not areas dependent on 

public opinion or reputations. It could however, potentially be used for diagnosing 

vulnerabilities and crisis types, perhaps also selecting spokespersons. The expert interview 

argues that the usage area in the preparation for a crisis is in seeing societal development and 

trends. Within those there are potential issues or vulnerabilities. 
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How do you see big data being used in the preparation for a crisis? 

We are still early in development process, so all the areas for usage has not been identified. But to be 

precis, I think it’s suitable for seeing societal development, trends and under that Issues. Another 

example, #metoo. Quatroporte who devolped Q-ball, did a global trend analysis, and the trend with the 

highest growth was what he called “the new female revolution”. With that insight you can draw the 

conclusion that sooner or later it will be become an issue or crisis that your organization doesn’t have 

enough female leaders, doesn’t pay women enough or that there is sexual harassment. (Expert 

interview)  

The expert interview also uses an example concerning alcohol. Alcohol is unhealthy and is 

large expenditure for states due to all the damage it creates in society, it creates health 

problems and violence. Politicians will in the future have a need to cut expenses, cause the 

income in democracies is not going that much up, but the expenses are. The expert 

interviewee says that politicians won’t change any alcohol laws, for two reasons, the 

agricultural lobby is very strong, the second is that people like wine and beer too much, a 

politician proposing laws against that is not likely to be popular. However, if there is a 

sentiment in the public concerning alcohol regulations, changes might come. If you are 

Carlsberg or Heineken, this is an issue that can grow to a crisis, because it threatens their 

sales. With big data you could potentially see the “alcohol debate” before it starts and make 

prevention strategies, such as advocating for the positive sides of alcohol.  

If there are discussions online that can grow to become an issue for the organization, big data 

analytics can spot that issue and issue management efforts can be implemented. This is where 

big data analytics could potentially make an impact in diagnosing vulnerabilities and the 

effect of a specific crisis type. These factors will also be useful when evaluating the 

reputational threat of a specific issue or potential crisis. 

2.5.3 Evaluating reputational threat 

 The previous section focused on the part of a crisis when one does not know the issue. 

meaning managers must plan for the different crises and diagnose vulnerabilities. This section 

focuses on a known issue and the evaluation of the potential threat of that issue. The 

reputational threat more specifically.   

Crisis type, crisis history, and prior reputation. These are factors that must be considered 

when evaluating reputational threat. Can big data change the evaluations of reputational 
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threat? It might be so. Descriptive analytics can help showcase the organizations crisis history 

and as much as surveys can say something about the reputation of the organization. Big data 

describe something about the negative and positive attitudes online. This remains to be further 

discussed after the analysis of the three cases. But can serve as potential hypothesis for how 

big data can change this managerial aspect in preparation for a crisis. The cases used in this 

thesis are preventable crises, where there are strong attributes of crisis responsibility. It’s 

human communication errors, technical failure or organizational misdeeds that normally put 

the organizations in reputational crises (Sohn & Lariscy, 2014, p. 24) (Coombs, 2013, p. 157-

160). Resulting in a potential loss of “trustworthiness and expertise”. Another potentially 

important aspect of evaluating reputational threat is looking to the future. Our expert 

interviewee argues for this predictive function in other public relations.  

 What we currently do the most of is trend reports and seeing developments in society. We are 

currently delivering a large analysis for a customer where we look the sentiment at the 

Norwegian populations concerning “workling life” (Arbeidsliv). We can then identify what 

people are concerned with today and over time. And due to the predictive algorithm then we 

can hopefully see how this evolves in the future. (expert interview) 

If you can see how an issue will develop into the future, then it could potentially help the 

evaluation of reputational threat. When presented with a difficult issue that the managers see 

as potentially damaging to the organizations image, they can see if this is something likely to 

evolve or not gain much momentum. This is also called crisis recognition.  

2.5.4 Reputation management 

 In short, we need to monitor the reputation the organization has with primary and secondary 

stakeholders. Both might instigate a crisis. In a digital world where everyone is on display at 

any given time, it is important to not just portraying yourself as responsible and ethical. The 

organization must take rsponsibility and apoligize if it has comitted a misdeed (Coombs, 

2012, p.154-157). 

 A prior negative reputation increases stakeholder’s perception that the 

organization is responsible for the crisis. This is the other way around if the 

reputation is positive prior to the crisis. (Coombs, 2012, p. 158)  

This means that it is useful to know “where you stand”, the organization needs to measure 

what kind of reputation they have and define performance indicators such as innovative or 
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trustworthy. If there is growing dissatisfaction with the organization, it’s important for 

managers to know, so it can be managed. This is the same as the landscape analysis as we 

mentioned before. Reputation management, reputation measurements, and risk assessments is 

however not limited to the pre-crisis stage, it is also valuable during different stages of crisis. 

Big data can give analytics about what is discussed online this can result in crisis managers 

seeing trends. Trends is the key word when discussing crisis prevention and preparation using 

big data analytics. As mentioned previously, there are two ways to prepare for a crisis, one is 

categorizing the vulnerabilities and risks, the other is preparing for a specific crisis. When 

evaluating the reputational threat of one specific crisis it could be useful to look at the trend of 

that specific topic. This could help managers separate what is an issue and a crisis. Multiple 

sources (Fink, Beak & Taddeo, 1971) (Pauchant & Mitroff, 1992) (Coombs, 2012), argue that 

a crisis exist when stakeholders believe it is. 

2.5.5 Hypotheses 

Using the discussions above we can make three hypotheses about how big data can be used in 

the pre-crisis stage. There’s also other areas introduced where we don’t expect big data to 

make an impact, such as testing systems, and creating the general crisis management plan.  

However, big data analytics can potentially be used to follow trends that have potential to 

become reputational crises for organizations. 

 Hyp1: Big data can be used for detecting and diagnosing vulnerabilities by looking at trends. 

Hyp2: Big data can help evaluate reputational threat in the preparation for a crisis. 

Hyp3: Big data can help assess prior reputation and crisis history 

The first hypothesis is developed for the time when the organization is preparing for the 

unknown and mapping the surroundings. It is a part of the risk assessment and management. 

The second hypothesis assumes that one is familiar with a specific issue that can grow into a 

reputational crisis and big data could then test this threat. The third hypothesis is created for 

two purposes, it might be valuable for an organization to know the crisis history and prior 

reputation. Since crisis history and prior reputation are variables used when evaluating 

reputational threat, hypothesis 2 and 3 are connected. 
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2.6 During the crisis 

 During a crisis there are multiple things that are important, the reputation is usually not the 

priority in a crisis that involves material damage for example. A crisis creates an information 

vacuum that needs to be filled, and if there are physical or psychological threats to 

stakeholders then these need to be managed first (Coombs, 2012, p. 141). In this section we 

will focus on crisis communication and the response to a crisis and capabilities from big data 

concerning message construction. Coombs (2012, p. 157-190) argue that when a crisis hits 

there is a need to evaluate the reputational threat as mentioned in the in previous sections. 

Some crisis grows slowly in momentum, while others come from nowhere.  

2.6.1 Selling the crisis 

 The first step in solving a problem is recognizing there is one. This saying also goes for crisis 

communication and management. The organizations can’t manage the crisis if they are blind 

to its details and especially if they don’t see how an issue can grow to a crisis. Sometimes 

crisis managers might have to make a case to management concerning the potential dangers of 

what is originally understood as a minor issue.  This can be both the issue/crisis itself or the 

strategy for dealing with it. A crisis can be symbolic as much as objective, the cause can be 

material (objective), or it can be of emotional value (symbolic), meaning that a company did 

not do something illegal, but acted unethically, even though no laws were broken or people 

hurt, a crisis can be the result of a broken norm. (Coombs, 2012, p.115-117) However, 

multiple sources (Fink, Beak, & Taddeo, 1971 &Pauchant & Mitroff, 1992) argue that a crisis 

exist when stakeholders agree that it is. This is important when discussing big data, if big data 

analytics can measure if stakeholders think it’s a crisis it could potentially change the process 

of determining what is an issue and what is a crisis. Big data analytics about public relations 

initiatives also allows managers to demonstrate the value of public relations and crisis 

communication to management, one can measure if public relations activities potentially 

improve the overall business (Weiner & Kochhar, 2016, p. 16). 

When crisis managers need to “pitch” to top management the issue at stake and why it is or 

can grow into a crisis, Coombs (2012, p. 114) argue that the crisis needs to be framed. A 

frame is how a problem is presented. One definition is from Entman (1993): “To frame is to 

select some aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient in a communicating 

text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral 
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evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation for the item described” cited from Ihlen & 

Allern (2008, p. 234). Framing is also important from a media perspective; the media frame 

the crisis in certain ways. When crisis managers present the problem to management, Coombs 

argue there are three things to consider; The crisis dimensions (The causes and effects), the 

expertise of the dominant coalition (how much do management know about crises), and the 

persuasiveness of the presentation. Coombs (2012, p.115-138) discusses the “selling” of a 

crisis from a perspective where there is uncertainty about the crisis and the organization is in a 

recognition process.  

We can also look at this from an advisory perspective. Where a consultant is brought in to 

give the organization advice. Can big data change the common practice in consulting? The 

results of a big data analysis can be used in a presentation made by the consultant for the 

executive management, and potentially substantiate the advice he/she gives. When the crisis is 

a fact management must communicate to the stakeholders and restore the image. This brings 

us to the next point of discussion, the strategy development. 

2.6.2 Strategy development 

 Strategy in public relations is commonly positioning and audience targeting, traditionally 

through media involvement, demographics and wisdom of “what worked before”. With big 

data, this strategy development might include encompassing messaging and targeting that can 

move stakeholder attitudes (Weiner & Kochhar, 2016, P.15). During a crisis an organizations 

reputation is “under attack” and the organization is on the defensive. The organization can 

also be offensive if the claims are misleading or wrong. It is important that an organization 

positions itself accordingly to this. During a crisis it’s important to know who’s listening. This 

means thinking strategically about how different types of stakeholders will react to certain 

messages. The two might be different, but managers must have both in mind.  

2.6.3 Tactics 

 Public relations tactics are normally executed by a campaign or event. An event that sets 

debate, or ends up with a company for instance taking a position within a market. With big 

data, the opportunities of the campaign grow. It’s possible to measure the effects of what 

happened, seeing all the impacts it had on business operations. A crisis tactic can also be the 

communication during the crisis, communicating a certain message that will be salient for the 
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stakeholders. The cause for the crisis itself is also investigated, how could this happen? This 

can also be a tactic in fixing the problem and in our cases the issues are investigated by 

another company or organization, usually law-firms. With big data, these types of efforts can 

potentially be measured (Weiner & Kochhar, 2016, p. 15). 

2.6.4 Communication 

 The first objective when the crisis has arrived is to collect and process information, figuring 

out; what is going on. When the managers know what is going on they can start making 

decisions. One of these decisions is how to inform stakeholders who require to know about 

the crisis, this also concerns how the organization is fixing the problem and recovering from 

the crisis. People seek information about the crisis and evaluate the cause of the event and the 

organizational responsibility for the crisis based on media coverage of the crisis (Gower, 

2009, p. 107) When communicating to the “outside world” the two main ingredients in 

communication is form and content. (Coombs, 2012, p. 139). The organization naturally deals 

with the news media and an organization must get their side of the story out quickly, with one 

consistent voice and message, due to competing interpretations. Speed also involve risk, 

managers must make decisions fast and there can be inaccuracies. A silent response suggests 

that the organization does not have control, saying no comment is still a comment (Coombs, 

2012, P. 139-146). This thesis focuses on this external communication, not the internal 

communication. So how can big data change this process of communication during a crisis? 

One area that seems prominent is in the creation of messages and the so called “voice” by 

using message engineering.  

2.6.5 Message engineering  

 Weiner and Kochhar (2016, p. 12) bring up the need for uncovering insights. They say that 

the purpose for harnessing big data is to make better decisions. But the data needs to be 

analyzed and investigated, then turned into insights. They (Weiner & Kochhar, 2016) also 

discuss the concept of message engineering; “A systematic, target audience-based process of 

developing a message, issue, or corporate positioning” (Weiner & Kochhar, 2016, p. 13). 

Engineering a message by using big data we can also define as the use of an algorithm to 

draw insights from large data sets so that the creation of the sentence or message becomes de-

facto created or as with the Q-ball software, tested. If the organization is in a reputational 
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crisis there are many concerns and normal business operations will be affected. Coombs 

(2015, p.155) uses image restoration strategies (Benoit, 1997) and impression management 

strategies (Caillouet & Allen, 1996) to create a framework of postures an organization can 

take. Involving for example a denial posture, a diminishment posture, or rebuilding posture. 

One way to create content is the method of testing the messages against the public by using an 

algorithm, as the expert interview and the Q-ball software suggest. One could potentially test 

the different postures to see what is most salient. Also, Wiesenberg, Zerfass, & Moreno 

(2017, p.108) argue that: “For both scholars and practitioners of strategic communication, 

the social media environment has been primarily a source for listening or messaging towards 

stakeholders. This can partly be done by an insight engine and automated messaging through 

algorithms”.  

2.6.6 Expert interview 

 The expert interviewee points to two areas where they see big data making an impact during 

a crisis, testing messages and measuring reputation in real-time.  

Two things, there is probably more. But we see two things. I can see in real-time how the case is 

perceived, referred to by the public, how severe it’s perceived, how negative is the story. I can track it 

day to day, week by week. A sort of surveillance, pulse measurement. Number two. We think we can use 

it message testing and development. So instead of me and the communications director think what can 

be potential messages, we can test 30-40 of them within an hour in a forecasting model and see what 

messages there is sentiment for in the public. There might be other factors, but those are the two 

obvious that I see. But you still need to be good communicators and come up with 40 suggestions. 

(expert interview) 

 

Big data Is also changing his job as an advisor, for the same reasons as mentioned before 

concerning presenting the data to executives he advises, claiming it makes a difference when 

you have data. The bureau is using big data to test messages, like the message engineering 

discussed earlier, engineering refers to how a message is created, the process of building an 

argument for example. The expert also argues for measuring reputations during a crisis. It is 

not however something that is done by just having the tool, as the interviewee mentions it’s 

still vital to have knowledge and experience about crises and the ability to come up with 

multiple message suggestions.  
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So it does not remove the aspect of creativity? 

No, understanding society, the media and stakeholders and the ability to develop messages. All my 

experience around crisis knowing what messages that work, now I will put that in the machine and test 

them for a decision-making baseline, that makes all the difference in the meeting with an executive who 

is used to get data in all other aspects of business. And when an executive is in a crisis, they seek safety, 

with more data in the decision making the better. At the end of the day it’s still the executive who must 

make the decision. (Expert interview) 

There is also a need for other sources like media analysis, but according to our expert 

interviewee these don’t give a complete picture of the situation, a retriever analysis does not 

tell you what is being written on twitter for example. There is also an argument that this type 

of big data analysis can take the place of survey’s, and the fact that those surveys are 

expensive and does not give you the answers immediately.  

Do you need other analysis than those based on your own big data tool? Retriever for example 

I believe so, and we do that today, so we do media and social media surveillance. But that only tells you 

what is out there today, the themes that the journalists are concerned with today, or what is written in 

social media that day. But it does not give you a total picture. Sometimes we use opinion polls, a 

webbus panel, call Kantar and ask them to ask these questions. I have barely seen it, but it might also 

be to test messages. But normally it’s about investigating where the public stands by using a traditional 

poll. But those 10 questions cost 70.000 NOK and it takes a week to get an answer. Sometimes less. I 

can do it in realtime at a lower cost. (Expert interview) 

2.6.7 Agenda setting and big data 

 For an issue to turn to a reputational crisis requires that stakeholders know about it. This can 

happen multiple ways, the organization can tell them personally, or it can be communicated 

online or in the news media. The crisis is set on the agenda, it is discussed during lunch 

breaks, by commentators, on twitter and other communication channels. The press is a central 

part of this, since it’s were many stakeholders get information from. “The press may not be 

successful much the time telling people what to think, but it’s stunningly successful in telling 

its readers what to think about.” Cohen 1963 Quoted from (Neuman, Guggenheim, Jang, & 

Bae, P.193). The press is telling stakeholders that there is a crisis. A reputational crisis must 

deal with this media coverage, it is a central part of managing the effects of the issue that has 

grown to a reputational crisis. The organization must give good answers to journalist and 

communicate accurately and honestly. If a newspaper does investigative journalism and finds 
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that an organization has either broken the law or is worthy of critique it sets that organization 

on the public agenda. However, it can also be reversed some authors argue, when the public 

sets the agenda of the news media, it is called reverse agenda setting. The emergence of social 

media has generated new discussion about this theory (Neuman, Guggenheim, Jang, & Bae 

p.195). An illustration of reverse agenda setting could be when something not discussed in the 

news media is heavily discussed on Twitter, and the media start covering that issue, because it 

creates engagement online. However, if the media covers it first, then they set the agenda. But 

do they cover an issue because there is a sentiment in the public for that issue? Understanding 

the sentiment of the public is nevertheless important for crisis managers when dealing with 

the media and public opinion. “Under what conditions do digitally connected publics respond 

and when do these responses meaningfully impact broader public and media agendas in the 

framing of public issues?” (Neuman, Guggenheim, Jang, & Bae p. 195) What the authors are 

basically saying is what does it take for public to discuss something online. This is important 

due to the usage of big data in the agenda setting discussion, the authors argue that it’s 

problematic that social media users and bloggers etc. are not demographically representative. 

But surveys also fail to capture public opinion to some degree to. The information obtained 

online about public opinion is still perhaps valuable for crisis managers in different stages of 

crisis. An important concept is then Priming. “media priming refers to the short-term impact 

of exposure to the media on subsequent judgments or behaviors“(Roskos-Ewoldsen, Roskos-

Ewoldsen, & Carpentier, 2009, p. 74-75). For crisis and big data, we are essentially talking 

about measuring the framing and priming of issues discussed online. The theory of priming is 

important because it tells us that there is an impact with the audience when exposed to media.  

In their discussion after having done an empirical analysis of what is discussed online 

compared to what is discussed in traditional media, the researchers (Neuman, Guggenheim, 

Jang, & Bae, 2014, p.214) say that their primary finding was that the public agenda as 

reflected in social media is not the exact same as the news agenda of traditional media. On 

social media other issues are also discussed. Especially social issues, and not so much 

economic issues. This is interesting from a crisis risk perspective, were there has traditionally 

been mostly media surveillance to spot potential issues. For an organization it might be 

interesting knowing what is happening in the online public sphere. We will not try to 

conclude about who sets the agenda. However, it is of interest to know that some topics are 

discussed more online than others, and seeing these trends might provide valuable for crisis 
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managers, and big data might be the tool to observe how the public discuss issues of interest 

to crisis managers.  

2.6.8 Hypotheses 

 Based on the prior discussion we can create three hypotheses. 

Hyp4: Big data can change how an issue is “sold” to senior management. 

Hyp5: Big data change how messages are constructed during a crisis. 

  Hyp6: Big data can change how reputations are measured during a crisis 

The first is based on how big data can potentially help managers “sell” an issue to senior 

management. The second is based on message engineering and how messages are constructed 

for the public and stakeholders. The third is based on the opportunity big data has in 

measuring the reputation of the actor experiencing the crisis in a short amount of time 

compared to surveys.  

2.7 Post- crisis 

 “An actual crisis is a tremendous opportunity for learning” (Pauchant &Mitroff 1992. 

P158) 

 Efforts must be evaluated. A crisis must be monitored after it presumed to be over. Two 

types of evaluations are important. Performance and impact evaluations, performance 

evaluations focus on how the crisis management team and others performed, an impact 

evaluation evaluates the damage done to the organization, reputation loss for example. The 

post crisis stage also involves a general recovery, where an organization recovers from the 

crisis and return to normal operations (Coombs, 2012, p.169-170). 

Collecting data is the first part of an evaluation. This data can come from records, stakeholder 

feedback, organizational performance measures, internet comments, and media coverage. It is 

important that a holistic picture is made of the crisis management performance.  “Surveys 

seem to be the most effective method. Minimizing time demands and ensure evaluators the 

answers they want.” (Coombs 2012, p. 171). After collecting data, it must be organized and 

analyzed. Researchers such as Mitroff (1996) point to four variables that should be evaluated. 
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Crisis type, phases, systems and stakeholders. It’s important that managers look at different 

types of crises to assess what separates them from others. Big data analytics could potentially 

help evaluate the crisis type by doing comparative analyses with other crises, the phases can 

be evaluated in depth, looking at specific time periods or spokespersons, concerning 

stakeholder opinions we have already discussed the potential usage areas.  

The evaluations reveal the efforts and results. The organization must become better prepared 

for the potential next crisis. Following up with investigations and crisis tracking, this is useful 

information when the process of preparing and preventing crisis begins again, it is a 

baseline/foundation to build on. However, it is worth mentioning that even while there is an 

ongoing reputational crisis and is being dealt with, the need for issues and risk management 

does not cease. Nobody wants another crisis on top of another. 

Big data can potentially change some of these areas. As mentioned, big data analytics from 

online sources can give a holistic picture of stakeholder opinions and trends. It could replace 

or supplement the usage of surveys for crisis evaluations which is something that is supported 

from a public relations perspective (Weiner & Kochhar, 2016). Weiner & Kochhar (2016, 

p.15) argue that evaluations about public relations and the public perception have usually 

relied on media analysis and surveys, with big data, evaluations can impact several factors of 

these factors. The authors also bring up the continuous improvement and proving the value of 

PR as other possible applications for big data analytics. As other research activities in 

business evaluations and measurement improve performance over time. With results from big 

data the mangers can become more informed about the decisions they took. Evaluations is a 

substantial stage of crisis management, and will be more discussed later, not only in terms of 

public relations, but also in evaluating the efforts and effects on employees for example. 

Evaluations give insight that can be used to be better prepared for the next potential crisis and 

how to avoid it.  

2.7.1 Expert interview 

 The expert interviewed also highlight the need for evaluations and recovery in a crisis. 

Pointing to the fact that most organizations does not do this. He also point to one of our cases, 

the skiing federation for which he did consulting work. 

So the way to do a recovery, a recovery of trust or reputation is today classic. Those that do it, most 

organizations don’t. Those who do, do research. For example, the skiing federation, they interviewed 10 of 

their most important partners, a qualitative inspection about what the partners thought was the problem and 
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what they suggested the association should do about it. As part of the decision about what improvements 

they should make to not have another doping issue and other issues. (Expert interview) 

He also points to general survey research they did after the crisis at the skiing federation. 

The second thing we did was an opinion poll, they already had a sponsor tracker which gave them month to 

month insights about how Norwegian cross country and the federation was perceived, but we also did a 

survey, 10 questions about general perceptions and in detail about the doping issues. Just before we met I 

was making a 1 year later report. Should we repeat the inspection to see if our communicative activities 

worked out. (Expert interview) 

Could you not use Q-ball? 

Yes we could have, but Q-ball did not exist in February 2017, so today I would have done it Q-ball. 

(Expert interview) 

The discussion that big data analytics can replace surveys continues here, whereas today 

compared to February 2017, the interviewee would have used the software instead of a 

survey. However, a qualitative interview of partners is should probably not be done by big 

data analytics, but more “in depth” research methods. 

2.7.2 Hypothesis 

 The last hypothesis presented has a general approach, but the main point is looking at how 

big data analytics can be used to evaluate public relations actions in a crisis.  

 

Hyp7: Big data can supplement evaluations in the post crisis stage 

 

Evaluations are important for learning, and measuring the impact of actions, this brings us to 

a central aspect of this thesis which is how manager use analytics to guide their decision 

making. This is a central aspect for this dissertation because big data is first and foremost a 

measuring tool. 

 

2.8 The management revolution  

 Managing all the stages of a crisis is a complicated, stressful task and a sensitive task. 

Decisions must be taken fast, and mistakes can have serious effects. In many ways it is a 
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special type of situation, however we can still use sources about management in general. This 

brings us to an overall theory concerning management and big data by Andrew McAfee and 

Eirik Brynjolfsson (2012). Although a crisis is a specific type of situation, it is important to 

know how big data analytics can change management in general. McAfee and Brynjolfsson 

argue big data will revolutionize decision-making and management.  

“You can’t manage what you don’t measure” -W. Edwards Deming and Peter 

Drucker (McAfee & Brynjolfsson, 2012, p.4) 

Brynjolfsson and McAfee (2012, p.4) argue that the saying above is more important now than 

ever, due to the opportunities in measuring facts about an organization with big data. 

Essentially saying that managers will have a better foundation to make decisions on. To 

measure before managing is a common practice in many organizations, these could be called 

data driven companies. Brynjolfsson and McAfee (2012, p. 5-6) wanted to test the hypothesis 

that data driven companies performed better than others. Together with the McKinsey 

business technology office they conducted interviews with 330 north American companies. 

The findings were that the companies that described themselves as data driven in their 

decision making were 5% more productive and 6% more profitable than their competitors.  

“One of the most critical aspects of big data is its impact on how decisions are made 

and who gets to make them” (McAfee & Brynjolfsson, 2012, p. 7) 

They (McAfee & Brynjolfsson, 2012) highlight the technical challenges of big data, but argue 

that the managerial challenges are greater, claiming that “Hippos” (Highest paid persons 

opinion) are the decision makers. The technical challenges of big data are naturally important, 

every organization does not have a sufficient IT or analytics department that can create and 

use a big data tool, and get access to insights.  But there are also managerial challenges, 

there’s new roles, domain experts remain important, they know where the opportunities and 

challenges lie. Hippo style answers will change to hippo style questions (McAfee & 

Brynjolfsson, 2012, p.7-9). For our research question the topic of how management changes 

due to analytics is important, because we need to know how good the organization is at 

turning this raw data into usable insights for better decisions.  

“Crisis management needs evidence-based crisis communication guidance. Evidence-

based guidance for decision making in a crisis must be supported by scientific 
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evidence from empirical research rather than personal preference and unscientific 

experience” (Rousseu,2006, sited from, Coombs , 2007, p. 163)  

The argument above is important for this thesis, the decisions taken in the whole lifecycle of a 

crisis must be based on evidence from empirical research. Big data analytics is empirical 

research with a predictive function based on correlations and probability. And the 

management must be based on measurements. But not all organizations are good at measuring 

and analytics, and it is different for each organization. If they are using analytics in operations 

today, even if it’s not big data analytics, this may help them in using big data in times of 

crisis, the managers need to understand the numbers presented to them, and turning it into 

insights for decision making during stages of crisis. “LaValle (2011) and colleagues provide 

us with a table (below) on how to adopt analytics in an organization. Aiming to look at how 

management has been transformed by analytics” (Wiesenberg, Zerfass, & Moreno, 2017, p. 

97). We deem this table important, for primary two reasons. The first is that we want to 

categorize how well the organizations we are investigating are at using analytics, have they 

been transformed by it? are they experienced using it? Or do they just aspire to it? The second 

reason is that in order for a big data tool to be useful for an organization, the organization 

must understand it, and therefore we want to emphasize that one must also have sufficient 

knowledge and expertise in analytics.  

Table 2: Lavalle (2011), cited form Wiesenberg, Zerfass, & Moreno, (2017, p. 97)  

 Aspirational Experienced Transformed 

Data management Use analytics to justify 

actions. 

- Limited ability 

to capture, 

aggregate, 

analyze or share 

information and 

insights 

Use analytics to guide 

actions.  

-  Moderate 

ability to 

capture, 

aggregate and 

analyze data. 

- Limited ability 

to share 

information and 

insights 

Use analytics to 

prescribe actions. 

- Strong ability to 

capture, 

aggregate and 

analyze data. 

- Effective at 

sharing 

information and 

insights. 

Analytics in action Rarely use rigorous 

approaches to make 

decisions. 

- Limited use of 

insights to guide 

future strategies 

or day to day 

operations. 

Some use of rigorous 

approaches to make 

decisions.  

- Growing use of 

insights to guide 

future 

strategies, but 

still limited to 

use insights to 

guide day-to-

day operations. 

Most use rigorous 

approaches to make 

decisions. 

- Almost all use 

insights to guide 

day-to-day 

operations. 
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Type of analytics Descriptive and 

diagnostic 

From descriptive and 

diagnostic to predictive 

Predictive and 

prescriptive. 

 

2.9 Critique of big data 

 Big data analytics is not without flaws. Big data has limitations and challenges when it comes 

to privacy, datafication, deep mediatization, the public sphere, and objectivity, these topics 

are discussed below. Some critical questions are needed. (Crawford & Boyd, 2012, p. 665-

675) provide us with six provocations when it comes to big data. The first provocation is that 

big data changes the definition of knowledge, or more specifically how we obtain it. A much-

debated article in wired magazine by editor Chris Anderson, mentions the following: “Who 

knows why people do what they do? The point is that they do it, and we can track and 

measure it with unprecedented fidelity. With enough data, the numbers speak for themselves” 

(Anderson, 2008). Crawford & Boyd (2012, p. 666) disagree with the fact that the numbers 

speak for themselves. They argue that there is a need to understand why people do what they 

do. The numbers are not enough and don’t speak for themselves. The why is lost in the 

massive amounts of numbers. Cukier, Mayer-Schönberger (2013) and Anderson (2008) argue 

that correlation and probability is enough in the first stage, then look at why the numbers say 

what they say. The second provocation from Crawford and Boyd (2012, p. 666) is that claims 

to objectivity are misleading. It goes back to roots about the scientific method, and that it’s 

not about whether the data is objective or not, but how one interprets it, this is something our 

expert interview also mentions, that big data analytics are only as good as the questions asked 

and interpretation of those answers. The algorithms that are doing this computing work are 

also created by humans who have their own interpretations and world view. The third 

provocation is that bigger data is not always better data. One of the point they bring up is that 

small data also have value, insights can be found at any level, including modest scales. This 

thesis is itself can serve as an example, we are only looking at three cases but can find much 

insights within each one. This thesis does not take either side in that debate, but rather 

embraces the value of each method, such as interviews, survey research and big data analysis. 

The fourth provocation is that when big data is taken out of its context it loses its meaning, 

what Crawford & Boyd (2012, p. 670) argue here is that all data lose meaning and value when 

taken out of context, not only big data. Our expert interview makes somewhat the same point 

when saying that it’s about the questions you ask. The authors (Crawford & Boyd, 2012, p. 
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671) use the example of the strength of relationships, mobile data might suggest that workers 

spend more time with colleagues than spouses, but that does not mean they care more for their 

co-workers than their spouses. The fifth provocation is about ethics, when it comes to big data 

analytics, privacy is the main issue. The Facebook and Cambridge Analytica crisis 

exemplifies this. Can peoples personal information left online be used to influence them in 

purchasing and voting? The Q-ball tool which has been discussed earlier does not use 

information from Facebook and does not gather personal information, so there are ways to 

work around this audience targeting. Researchers both in academia and in organizations still 

need to think critically about their projects, how will this influence society. Ethics should be 

one of the main motivations behind the project (Crawford & Boyd, 2012, p.672). The sixth 

provocation is that big data creates digital divides. What big data does first and foremost is 

access to massive amounts of data, this is something that traditionally has been hard to do. 

Crawford and Boyd (2012, p. 673) asks who gets access? and for what purposes?  Facebook 

has what is called a closed API, meaning that people can’t directly “tap into” their network. 

Facebook is the only actor who has complete access to their own data. This creates a divide in 

who gets to use these data. Crawford and Boyd (2012, p. 674) argue that those with money 

and those inside a company like Facebook or Google can produce a different type of research 

than those outside. Some of these problems with big data is important when drawing 

conclusions about the research question, but before we move into the analysis and discussion 

we will present how we intend to answer the research question. 
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3 Methodology 

 This dissertation is exploratory, mapping an area where there has been little systematic 

research. The goal is to become familiar with an object of study and the problem area. 

Exploratory research usually has a flexible methodical structure to be able to adapt to the field 

as one is mapping it. Therefore, we have in this dissertation used multiple research methods, 

to figure out the equation of crisis communication and management + big data = What? 

investigating potentials and pitfalls. The thesis is multiple case study, it’s also historical since 

we are looking at cases from the past. The goal of the study is to draw general conclusions 

and answer broader questions concerning the potential use of big data analytics before, during 

and after a reputational crisis. (Østbye, Helland, Knapskog, & Larsen, 2013, P. 267). 

3.1 Approach and design 

 Advanced analytics on big data sets related to a reputational crisis is a very new practice. The 

story has potentially barely begun, and the goal of this dissertation is as mentioned to 

investigate if there even is a story and how that story potentially looks. Crises are sensitive 

subjects, and access to observe them from within is rarely granted, crisis managers have many 

concerns during a crisis, and we are not one of them. Hence, we must look at crises from the 

past. We need to use cases from the past and have rather different approach than real-time 

observation. Another important factor is that the crisis had to be over. If not, it would be 

impossible to look at the post-crisis stage. To understand the potentials that big data may have 

in crises we must look at the problems that the managers faced, and how they see big data 

analytics being used in the crisis they experienced. At the same time, we must ask them as 

professionals about big data analytics.  

There is a need to identify key issues and problems in the preparation for a crisis, the 

communication during the crisis, and the recovery and evaluation of the crisis. Therefore, our 

three cases have been selected to be different, yet be comparable, as can be read more about 

under the case selection section. Another important aspect of the three cases was to 

investigate how these organizations already use analytics in other forms. This so we can 

compare the usage of these types of analytics to those of big data.  
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Consequently, this is a predictive study. We are using theory and cases to prescribe if and 

how big data analytics can be used in relation to reputational crises.  A doctor prescribes 

medicine to a patient if the symptoms match a disease, hoping it will cure the disease and the 

recovery of the patient. We are doing the same thing. Looking at the symptoms of three 

different crises, and seeing if big data analytics could be part of the treatment and what the 

potential side effects are. 

3.2 Qualitive and quantitative research 

Qualitative data is experienced material, this data is not important to quantify, Qualitative 

data is usually gathered from a small number of sources. Quantitative is data that can be 

quantified. This thesis has used both approaches. To get information about the cases, 

qualitative interviews were conducted. We also did two types of quantitative analysis, one 

using the big data tool Q-ball and a media analysis using Retriever media insights. The 

primary source was still interviews with three communication managers from three different 

organizations and an expert interview. As the project progressed, it was decided to minimize 

the usage of the big data analysis from Q-ball and the media analysis from Retriever, since 

they were not critical to answering the research question, these analyses are therefore used to 

supplement discussions and comparative analysis of the cases. When using the big data 

software, important insights were obtained in the potentials of such a device. This knowledge 

was important when going into the interviews, the interviewees were shown some of these 

analyses. These analyses included; the positive and negative attitudes towards the 

organization in a set time period, the amount of online mentions which included the name of 

the organization in a set time period and the amount of positive and negative mentions over a 

specific time period.  

 “In case studies it is common to rely on a broad inflow of data”  

   (Østbye, Helland, Knapskog, & Larsen, 2013, p.8). 

By doing a case study, we hope to identify what the key issues in the crisis communication 

and management were. The managers were also asked about their thoughts concerning big 

data analytics and where they could see themselves using it, in this way providing information 

to test the hypotheses. The interviews were approximately 40 minutes long and transcribed, 

the only issue was with the executive from Telenor, where the recording equipment failed, 
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that interview therefore relies on notes and email correspondence. These notes were checked 

by the interviewee. The fourth interview was conducted with an expert in crisis 

communications, and whose communications agency is providing big data services and 

counseling concerning crises, as has been briefly explained earlier. 

3.3 Research question and hypotheses 

 The RQ is posed in a qualitative manner, we are looking at whether big data can change 

crisis communication and management, demonstrated by investigating three cases from the 

past. Another way to phrase the research question could be: Could big data analytics have 

been of help to three Norwegian reputational crises? To answer this, we need knowledge from 

each case and what problems the managers faced and what was at stake. To answer if big data 

can change the common practices, hypotheses were developed based on theoretical 

knowledge from each academic subject and integrated by the insight of an expert as 

presented. By using the answers from the interviewees, we hope to either strengthen of 

dismiss these hypotheses.  

Pre-crisis 

Hyp1: Big data can be used for detecting and diagnosing vulnerabilities by looking at trends. 

Hyp2: Big data can help evaluate reputational threat in the preparation for a crisis. 

Hyp3: Big data can help assess prior reputation and crisis history. 

During the crisis 

Hyp4: Big data can change how an issue is “sold” to senior management. 

Hyp5: Big data change how messages are constructed during a crisis. 

Hyp6: Big data can change how reputations are measured during a crisis. 

Post-crisis 

Hyp7: Big data can supplement evaluations in the post crisis stage. 
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3.4 Multiple case studies 

 Case studies can be a good starting point to give general insights. Case studies also provide a 

good framework for testing theoretical aspects. If there is not much theory on the subject, case 

studies can be useful to gather some “first insights”. (Østbye, Helland, Knapskog, & Larsen, 

2013, p.239).  For our cases, there is theory on crisis management and communication, we 

just want to place another factor. That factor being big data analytics. Since big data is 

entering the communications industry as of these days (as the expert interviewee represents), 

the study investigates a field under development. In a multiple case study, one usually relies 

on a replication logic; similar results observed from studying different cases (Yin, 2014, p. 

45). The logic behind multiple case studies is based around the case selection process and that 

those cases either predict a similar result, or produce contrasting results, but for predictable 

reasons. With few cases like the three in this thesis we are looking at literal replications, 

where the cases are meant to give support or confirm each other. The replication logic must be 

distinguished from the sampling logic commonly used in surveys. An important advantage by 

using multiple sources/cases of evidence is the process of triangulation. Based on several 

sources the argument is more convincing and reliable. (Østbye, Helland, Knapskog, & Larsen, 

2013, p. 238-239). The use of multiple cases also minimizes the possibility to miss important 

aspects. 

This thesis is written with crisis managers in mind, specifically managers working with crises 

from a communication perspective. The managers reading this will have to look at their own 

organization and crises to see if the hypotheses and discussions are relevant for them. 

Learning is an important aspect of crisis management and hopefully this thesis can be of use 

to managers concerning the potentials and pitfalls of using big data when managing a crisis.   

3.4.1 Case selection 

 The cases selected are reputational crises in Norway where all the crisis is in what Robert 

Heath (1998, p. 291) describes as medication and chronic crises, these kinds of crises require 

media response and restructuring of operations, but the organization itself will not cease to 

exist because of the crisis. These definitions were presented in section 2.3.2.  

“The essence of a case study, the central tendency among all types of case study, is 

that it tries to illuminate a decision or set of decisions: why they were taken, how they 
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were implemented, and with what result.” Schramm, 1971 emphasis added, quoted 

from (Yin, 2014, p. 12). 

This was an important aspect of the interviews and the thesis, to investigate what decisions 

the managers took in the three stages of the crisis, how they were implemented and the result 

of them. With a special interest in how they used analytics in these stages. Big data analytics 

are first and foremost analytics with the additional predictive ability, and could be used 

similarly for making decisions. 

Every case is different. Every crisis is different. We can separate between a disaster and an 

organizational crisis, but all of them will be somewhat different, even if they look similar. A 

case study is defined by Ekegren (1997) as: “An intensive and detailed study of a single issue 

or episode either for their own sake or because the case highlights a general phenomenon or 

problem” (cited from Østbye, Helland, Knapskog, & Larsen, 2013 p. 238). For our cases this 

definition also fits, especially concerning the individual crises. At the same time Yin (1994, 

p.13) gives another definition with a clearer demand about time, saying that case studies are 

to be done in the present time. This applies to the big data aspect, seeing as this is something 

that is happening now. Case studies are a good way to get general knowledge about a topic 

which is the aim of this dissertation. Explaining something involves making it easier, so one 

can see the similarities clearly. However, once we go into the details, the cases are different in 

many ways. Every action or decision needs to be understood within a context, and those 

contexts depend on other contexts, and a never-ending cycle begins. For a single situation 

these contexts can be interesting to learn about, like our cases, do they experience some of the 

same? How do they differ, and why? It could be important for crisis managers in certain 

situations to learn what other managers have experienced. 

Our cases are from the Norwegian Skiing Federation, Telenor, and DNB. These organizations 

all had a crisis that affected their normal operations. The Norwegian Skiing Federation had a 

public relations crisis concerning the skier Therese Johaug, when she was caught using 

doping, in the form of steroids through a lip cream. Telenor experienced a crisis when the 

company VimpelCom which Telenor owned a substantial part of were accused of corruption. 

DNB found themselves in a reputational crisis due to revelations from the Panama Papers, 

which revealed that DNB Luxembourg had helped customers place assets in tax-havens. 

These public relations crises were similar in some ways and very different in others.  
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All the cases presented are concerning people and organizations that many Norwegian 

citizens have a relationship to. DNB and Telenor combined have almost the entire country as 

customers and the skiing celebrities represent something close to national icons. They all 

happened in roughly the same period, but not at the exact same time. The ways the media sets 

the agenda did not change drastically in between the start of the Telenor crisis, which was the 

first to erupt and the end of the Therese Johaug crisis. They are all cases where the trust 

between the Norwegian population and the organization/actor is damaged. All of them are 

crisis where the stakeholders are a large portion of the Norwegian population. They all require 

sufficient restructuring of activities. They all created a large amount of critical media 

coverage and negative stories in general, and the organizations had to respond to that critical 

coverage. They are also different and unique in their own way, which is a characteristic of a 

crisis. The cases are different by nature, the organisations and individuals are not the same. 

The VimpelCom case includes possible severe crimes, Therese Johaug and the ski federation 

had to go to the court of arbitration of sports. DNB needs to find out if laws are broken. The 

fact remains that these crises require large efforts in media response which is vital for this 

investigation, since we are focusing on it from a public relations perspective.  

The crises had a significant impact on the organizations, Telenor ended up selling 

VimpelCom. DNB conducted many internal investigations, and lost some (but not many) 

customers. Therese Johaug could not attend the 2018 Olympic games, and the skiing 

federation is heavily criticized ending with the worst reputation they have ever experienced. 

In the analysis of the cases, the crises will be presented in detail, but we will now present the 

organizations that the crises happened to.   

3.4.2 Organizations  

DNB 

DNB is the largest bank in Norway with 2.100.000 private customers and 220.000 business 

customer. The bank also has over one million customers in terms of insurance and other 

services. They also sponsor numerous events, athletes and other activities. DNB has at the 

time of writing 11047 employees. Every fourth borrowed NOK from finance companies come 

from DNB. All this accumulates to the fact that many Norwegian citizens have some 

relationship to the bank, making a large amount of the population DNB’s stakeholders in 
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terms of reputation. DNB is also partly owned by the Norwegian ministry of trade, industry 

and fisheries. 34% of the shares to be exact. This means that the Norwegian population owns 

a large part of the bank, and it brings political aspect. (DNB homepage, 25.05.2018). 

Telenor 

Telenor is a global company, operating in 12 countries in Scandinavia, central and eastern 

Europe, and Asia. Globally they have approximately 178 million customers. They are one of 

the worlds 500 largest companies in market value. 30 000 employees across the world. In 

2017 their income was approximately 125 billion NOK. They also have extensive business in 

subsidiaries and joint ventures. In Norway Telenor have 2.900.000 million customers. They 

sponsor numerous events, athletes and other activities. This means that most of the 

Norwegian population have a relationship to Telenor. But also, many customers around the 

world have a relationship to them, seeing as Telenor is a global company. Telenor is as DNB 

owned partly by the ministry of trade and commerce. They own approximately 54 % of the 

shares. Making them a majority owner. This means that the population of norway is 

stakeholders of the company and it brings a political aspect. (Telenor homepage, 25.05.2018) 

The Norwegian Skiing Federation 

 The Norwegian skiing federation is the second largest federation in the Norwegian Olympic 

and Paralympic Committee and Confederation of Sports. The skiing federation oversees ski 

jumping, alpine, cross-country, telemark, Nordic combined, freestyle and freeski. (Skiing 

federation webpage, 25.05.2015) Meaning that they are in close contact with professional 

skiers. Cross-country skiing may not be a large sport in other countries, but in Norway it is 

big deal. Therese Johaug (born 1988) is a Norwegian cross-country skier. She has won 7 

World championships and one Olympic gold medal. In total she has won 14 medals in the 

Olympics and world championships. She also has her own clothing line and is sponsored by a 

range of brands. Another important athlete that played a role in the doping crisis at the 

federation is Martin Johnsrud Sundby who also has won many championships and has been 

one the skiing federations most valued athletes. (TV2, 2016). (Strøm, 2017, VG) 
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3.5 Qualitative research interviews 

 The qualitative research interview attempts to understand the world from the subject’s 

point of view, to unfold the meaning of their experiences, to uncover their lived world 

prior to scientific explanations” (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015, P.3).  

In this study, interviewees are communication executives at the organizations. Meaning 

leaders in key positions at the organizations crisis team. The managers are experts about their 

own crisis, seeing as they dealt with them from a communications standpoint and has deep 

insights into the managerial aspects during a crisis. We needed to know what the 

communication managers of the specific crises experienced during each stage of a crisis, and 

how they think analytics based on big data could have helped manage these stages. however, 

the Telenor executive interviewee was not at the company for the full period of the 

VimpelCom crisis. He started in his position later. However, he still has sufficient insights 

about how Telenor worked with the VimpelCom crisis, and their current priorities concerning 

crises.  

The interview subjects are as mentioned communication directors and experts that are 

interviewed often. They are also experts concerning crisis communications and management 

mastering the technical language something Brinkmann and Kvale (2015, p.171) deem 

important when doing interviews. The communication managers have a high degree of 

competence in the field of crisis management and communications, not only because of their 

current roles, but their previous work experience. These interviewees are elites, meaning 

people in powerful positions and experts in the community. (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015, p 

171) The expert interview was introduced in the theory section. That interview is 

supplemented by experimenting with the software ourselves and gaining insights about some 

of the capabilities of a big data tool. 

Following the seven stages of an interview investigation given by (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015, 

p.123-329) the interviews were themed, designed, conducted, transcribed, analyzed, verified 

and reported. Below an explanation will be presented as to how the interviews were planned, 

conducted and transcribed. The theme has already been explained, the analysis will be 

presented later with findings, the verification is discussed later in how this this study is 

generalizable and valid. The thesis reports the findings of the hypotheses initially presented.  
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The design of the interviews was the same as the study, with an objective of testing the 

hypotheses. The interviews were based in four sections. Focusing on the decision making 1) 

before a crisis, and the analytics before a crisis. 2)The decision making during a crisis, the 

analytics during a crisis. 3) The decision making after a crisis, and the analytics used after a 

crisis. 4) The fourth topic was concerning how the mangers see big data analytics and to what 

degree they find it potentially useful. The interviews were semi structured in this way. 

However, there was also follow up questions and answer stretching outside the scope of the 

structure. This was so the interviewees could speak “freely” about the process they were a 

part of. 

For the three crisis stages, a use of introductory questions was used, focusing especially on 

crisis plans and the preparation concerning the crisis (pre-crisis). The same was done with the 

second part, concerning what the challenges were in the middle of the crisis (during crisis). 

What was prioritized? What were the largest challenges? And did you use analytics during the 

crisis? The third stage (post-crisis) was about what the managers did after the crisis and 

if/how they evaluated their own efforts. This latter evaluation was addressed specifically, and 

how they performed it. For the fourth topic, concerned big data analytics, the interviewees 

were shown the graphs and statistics from a big data analysis about their own crisis. These 

included, the positive and negative mentions throughout the crisis lifecycle, the total amount 

of online mentions in the same period, and the amount of positive versus negative mentions. 

The managers were asked where and how this type of tool could be used for managing their 

crisis. This served to test the hypotheses about big data being used in evaluations, the 

hypothesis about crisis history and prior reputation, and measuring the reputation in “real-

time”. The managers were also asked if they were interested in testing messages, to test the 

hypothesis about message engineering. Questions were also concerning trends and the 

foundation for decision making. The quality criteria for research interviews provided by 

(Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015, p 192) was considered before conducting the interviews. 

3.5.1 Transcription and permissions  

 Before analyzing the statements, they had to be translated from Norwegian to English 

combined with a condensing of meaning. The condensation of meaning was essentially 

cutting away parts that were not needed to answer the research question or hypotheses. The 

interviews with DNB, the skiing federation and the expert interview were first transcribed in 
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Norwegian, then translated and meaning condensed, before being used for analysis. The 

Telenor interview was (due to the recording equipment failure) based on notes and the quotes 

being double checked by the interviewee by email. The other interviewees were also sent a 

full transcription with the English translation and meaning condensation for a quality check. 

The interviewees also had the opportunity to withdraw statements. The interviewees agreed 

that their statements could be used in this dissertation. The interviewees are identifiable due to 

their position at the organization, the interviewees signed a form about their involvement in 

the project agreeing to that they would be identifiable and that the researcher had the 

opportunity to use their names in the thesis. It was decided later that there was no need to 

identify the persons by name. They first and foremost represent their organization. There were 

two different forms, the expert interview form and the case interview form were somewhat 

different in writing. The thesis also got approval from the Norwegian Centre for Research 

Data, providing that the recordings were deleted at the end of the project. The forms had to be 

changed slightly after to get the recommendation, these demands were fulfilled and can be 

documented by email correspondence. The forms/interview guide can be seen in the 

attachments, without signatures. 

3.6 Quantitative analyses 

 Interviews are often applied in case studies, focusing on specific persons and/or situations. 

The situations are the crises the managers experienced, and how it as handled by those 

managers as professionals. Interviews might not be enough when understanding the lifecycle 

of each crisis, therefore we must also rely on quantitative information to complement our 

understanding of each crisis. Two types of quantitative analysis were done. One served as a 

supplement to the interviews. This was the big data tool Q-ball. As explained under section 

3.5 concerning how the interviews were conducted we explained how this was used. The Q-

ball analysis also served as good guidelines for what a big data tool can do and what is needed 

when using it. The second quantitative analysis conducted by using Retriever, a media 

exposure tool, the tool gives insights in how many times a certain word or sentence is 

mentioned in Norwegian newspapers. This was done to compliment the understanding of each 

case. Specifically highlight the crisis lifecycle. The Q-ball analysis also show the crisis 

lifecycle, but for simplicity we will only use the Retriever analysis in the presentation of the 

crisis lifecycles, the retriever tool analyses Norwegian newspaper articles. For the DNB case 
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the searches were “DNB” and “panama papers”, the period was 2016-2018, and counted 

monthly. For the Telenor case, the searches were “Telenor” and “Telenor VimpelCom”, the 

period was 2014-2018 and counted monthly. For the skiing federation case the searches were 

Therese Johaug and “skiforbundet” (Norwegian for the skiing federation). The period was 

2016-2018 and the articles counted on a weekly basis. 

3.7 Generalization and validity  

 As mentioned above we are using mixed methods to discover as much as possible about each 

case and how the public responded to them. However, we will still have to rely on other 

writings and research. Concerning the impact big data analytics could make on crisis 

communication, the interview with an expert is also conducted to make sure we understand 

the capabilities of the tool. To summarize this study has two parts, 1) Find issues and 

practices in the three cases. 2) See if the capabilities in advanced big data analytics can help 

solve the issues and help public relation managers limit reputational damage to the 

organization. But first and foremost, if it can change the traditional ways of operating during a 

crisis. The expert interview with the consultant providing the product serves to some degree 

as a quality check if the practices will change and in what potential ways. We still need to 

discuss why this study is reliable and generalizable.  

3.7.1 Validity  

 Validity is a theme that also includes reliability. Validity means how valid is the research in 

answering the research question. Trustworthiness, credibility, confirmability all represent 

validity. First and foremost, it is concerning the relevance between data and analysis and the 

research question. Measuring what you want to measure. (Østbye, Helland, Knapskog, & 

Larsen, 2013, p. 25-27). To be able to discuss how big data analytics could change crisis 

management and communication of these crises, we need firsthand knowledge of the crisis 

process, then use this for discussions about the research question. In this thesis what we want 

to measure is the crisis lifecycle and the management and communication process. The 

validity of the answers from the interviewees we would argue are valid, with one potential 

problem, the opinions of the interviewees may change over time as technology advances. 

Another critique is that the Telenor interview was not recorded, and only done through notes 
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that was doublechecked with the interviewee, and the fact that the interviewee was not present 

for the full length of the crisis, but was hired while this was an ongoing crisis.  

The most optimal way to figure out how big data analytics could change crisis management 

and communication would be to observe many cases while the crisis managers operate a big 

data tool. This was not possible with this dissertations time and resources. Also, crisis are 

sensitive and dramatic incidents for the organization, so being in the “inner circle” of a crisis 

management team is difficult for a student. Still, this dissertation is first and foremost 

exploratory, and aim to discover what the potentials and pitfalls might be.  

The interviewees also had the opportunity so read the transcript and check their statements 

ensuring that their views were accurate, if something was not correct eventual changes were 

done to the statements, or the statement removed. People’s opinions about big data might still 

change due to new insights. Meaning that the statements from 2017 might not be the same in 

the future. Another critique of the interviews might be that it only one interview per 

organization was conducted, there could potentially have been other employees who had 

valuable information. However, we would still argue that since the interviewees were elites 

and part of the senior management there were few stones unturned. The expert interviewee 

was also involved in some of the issues indirectly.  

3.7.2  Generalization 

 As we are looking at three cases and how big data analytics can change crisis communication 

and management as of 2017/2018 it is possible to generalize the results about the potential 

impact of big data. Nevertheless, the cases must be seen in their own context as well. All 

crises are different, but have some similarities when it comes to managing them. This is 

important when introducing a big data tool. For example, the crisis manager may answer that 

the crisis he/she experienced would be impossible to prepare for due to this and that fact. But 

that does not mean that other crises can’t be prepared for. However, the interview guide was 

designed to counteract this to a certain degree, asking more open questions about big data’s 

usability in a crisis. The goal of science is to be able to say something beyond the 

phenomenon’s observed. Like using 1000 people to say something about the public. 

However, it can also be about developing general theories. (Østbye, Helland, Knapskog, & 

Larsen, 2013, p. 27). Describing something unique or singular. Seeing as crises must be seen 

in their own context, generalization from the practices of these cases are difficult, 
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generalization involves simplification. We can still generalize to a certain degree, by looking 

at specific crises they can reveal broader evidence about the applicability of big data. The 

managers deal with similar problems, even though the crisis is different. 
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4 Analysis 

 To analyze the cases, we are as mentioned using interviews with communication managers 

who had a large influence on the crisis management. Here insights are obtained about how 

and why the organization acted like they did before, during and after the crises. When 

analyzing an interview, the big question is how to undertake it (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015, p. 

215). Instead of starting with how to analyze it, we must find out the what we are analyzing 

and why. What do we want to research and why do we want to research it? We want to know 

what the managers experienced before, during and after, but also their thoughts directly 

concerning how big data analytics could be a potential integrated part of their crisis 

management. Why? We want to find out if big data analytics can change established practices 

in crisis communication and management. We want to compare problems with solutions. 

Therefore, our expert interview and theory concerning big data analytics are important to 

highlight the usage areas of big data analytics in crisis management. The structure of this 

analysis will be according to the stages. Before, during and after the crisis, with statements 

integrated the stages and hypothesis which they fit. After each stage we will address some 

observations and how these corelate with our hypotheses. Before moving into analysis and 

findings in the interviews, some context of each crisis is needed. Therefore, each crisis will be 

presented together with a media analysis using the Retriever tool. 

4.1 DNB and the Panama Papers 

 The Panama Papers were a total of 11 million documents leaked from the Panama based law-

firm Mossack Fonseca from a 40-year period. The Norwegian newspaper Aftenposten was the 

only Norwegian newspaper that was given access to the documents. The access was given 

trough the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ). The documents proved 

how Mossack Fonseca had specialised in creating companies in tax havens. Through DNB’s 

subsidiary company DNB Luxembourg, wealthy individuals had been given the opportunity 

to go through Mossack Fonseca and establish companies in tax-havens. Aftenposten could 

document 40 individuals who had done this. The DNB management said they were not aware 

that DNB Luxembourg offered this to their customers. This resulted in massive media 

coverage about how the Norwegian bank had helped wealthy individuals avoid paying taxes. 

There was conducted multiple investigations. There was also a parliament hearing and 
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evaluation about the practice. The Panama Papers in general also resulted in the Icelandic 

prime minister having to resign, multiple corruption issues and tax evasion in general. This 

was not a frame that DNB wanted to be part of. One of their primary competitors Nordea was 

also affected by the Panama Papers. It is also worth mentioning that the Norwegian state has 

been fighting the use of tax-havens for many years. (Bjørnestad, Staveland, Selbo, Aale, 

Strøm, 2016, Aftenposten, a b c d e f g h) 

“There was two or three people from DNB who played golf and held presentations for 

those interested” – DNB Luxembourg customer. (Bjørnestad, Staveland, Selbo, Aale, 

Strøm, 2016, Aftenposten h) 

As discussed in the method chapter we also conducted some quantitative analysis using the 

media exposure tool Retriever. This is to showcase how the different crises unfold to look at 

how the stages of a crisis were in each case.  The figure below shows the amount of times 

DNB and DNB Panama Papers was mentioned weekly between January 2016 and January 

2018. These are newspaper articles, both online and on paper. The tallest point on the graph is 

in April 2016, this is when the Panama Papers articles was posted. This shows how much 

more media attention DNB got surrounding the Panama Papers compared to the normal 

coverage concerning DNB. As can be observed figure, the crisis does not evolve from issue to 

crisis, it comes without warning. The crisis gets massive media attention for about two weeks, 

then it almost goes completely silent.  We can establish the pre-crisis stage as before April 

2016, The during stage between April and July 2016, and the post stage approximately from 

July 2016 until sometime that autumn. This however is a matter of perspective, but is the 

crisis lifecycle in terms of media attention. 

 

Search: DNB and DNB panama papers   Timeperiod: 2016 -2018    weekly  Retriever 
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4.2 Telenor and the VimpelCom crisis 

 Telenor and the VimpelCom crisis is somewhat more complicated than the DNB case. The 

duration of the crisis is longer.  Additionally, corruption at a level of approximately 1 billion 

NOK took place. VimpelCom is the company that is accused of corruption, not Telenor. 

Telenor owned 30% of the VimpelCom stocks. The former CEO of Telenor Jon Fredrik 

Baksaas was the chairman of VimpelCom from 2010-2014. The relationship between Telenor 

and VimpelCom started in 2002 with a partnership. VimpelCom was at that time of Russian 

origins, but today it is registered in Amsterdam. In 2007 VimpelCom payed 168 million NOK 

(these numbers are debated) for a telecommunications license in Uzbekistan. It was later 

revealed that through multiple years a total of 809 million dollars was payed to a company 

called Takilant. Takliant was discovered by Swedish investigative journalists in 2012 to be a 

shell company owned by someone with close connections to the Uzbekistan president 

daughter Gulnara Karimova. The case has been investigated by officials in the Netherlands, 

Russia, US, and Switzerland (Svanemyr & Molnes 2016, E24). The suspicions concerning 

corruption was first mentioned by Norwegian media in 2014 (Ekeberg &Tallaksen ,2014, 

Klassekampen). At that time Telenor released a statement concerning what they had notified 

minister Monica Mæland about these allegations and what was going on in with VimpelCom. 

Early 2015 an anonymous letter was sent to the ministry of trade, where an informant claimed 

that VimpelCom had paid about 1 billion NOK to Karimova (Svanemyr & Molnes 2016, 

E24). The connection to VimpelCom seems to have troubled Telenor for many years, not just 

from a public relations perspective. After the investigation by Swiss and US officials was 

concluded, VimpelCom conceded that corruption had taken place, Telenor began to sell it’s 

shares in the company, it is unclear if Telenor holds shares in VimpelCom today, but has sold 

a substantial amount of them at least (Takla,2017, Dagens Næringsliv). An important 

distinction between this case and the other crisis cases is concerning why this ended up as a 

public relations crisis. This serves as evidence as of why issues management and risk 

management could have helped Telenor earlier in the VimpelCom crisis. The crisis is 

complex due to many reasons. VimpelCom was a highly valued asset of the Telenor group, 

but ends brutally in terms of public relations and loss of income. During the crisis and 2015 

especially, VimpelCom’s stocks drop dramatically. Telenor does not want to lose too much 

money, so they want to wait with the sale of the company until its worth more, and they can 

sell at a higher price. (Moe & Sjøberg, 2015, Aftenposten) The reasons for selling their stocks 

can be many, and it is up to economists to evaluate when Telenor should have sold out. 
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 As can be observed in the quantitative analysis of articles concerning the crisis and Telenor 

we observe that according to media exposure the VimpelCom crisis stretches for a longer 

period. Surfacing at the end of 2014 and getting coverage all the way into 2017. The most 

coverage is about the same amount as the DNB and panama papers crisis. This is November 

2015, and we can observe how Telenor is also discussed a lot in the media in February 2016, 

this is where other issues surface, Telenor gets another crisis on right after the other. We 

would argue that the post crisis stage for Telenor is everything prior to November 2014, and 

the post crisis stage is everything after November 2016. The during stage is everything 

between. This is the point were Telenor and VimpelCom is discussed the most.  

4.3 The Norwegian Skiing Federation 

 The 13th. of October 2016 the Skiing Federation sent a press release that Therese Johaug had 

tested positive for the banned substance Closterbol. The substance was received through a lip 

cream, that was given to Therese Johaug by her doctor Fredrik Bendiksen. (Strøm, 2017, VG) 

What is special about the Therese Johaug case is that Norway has traditionally had a good 

history concerning doping in sports, with very few athletes using illegal substances. The 2018 

Olympics was 1 year and six months away. Many jumped in on the debate which became 

perhaps the most covered issue in Norwegian media history after the 22 of July terror 

incident. A debate concerning, how did this happen? And what will be the consequence? 

There is a formal process for testing positive for illegal substances. And this process was 

covered immensely as well as all the details as to what happened, and who would take the 

Search: Telenor and Telenor VimpelCom Time period: 2014-2018  Montlhy  Retriever 
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consequences. Teammates and competitors also jumped in on the debate and said their 

opinions. (Baardsen & Hugsted, 2016, Dagbladet) It is also worth noting that few months 

ahead of Therese Johaug testing positive, the Norwegian skier Martin Johnsrud Sundby was 

convicted for using asthma medicine wrongly (TV2, 2016). The connection between the two 

is important to understand how the skiing federation dealt with the Johaug issue. The Martin 

Sundby issue happened in the summer of 2016, an asthma debate followed that fall, then 

Therese Johaug was caught having an illegal substance in her body. The rational for looking 

more specifically at the Therese Johaug issue is that the debate is simpler from a crisis 

standpoint, the Sundby case has many legal and medicinal sides of the story, that blares the 

story. However, for the Skiing Federation the Sundby case, asthma debate and the Johaug 

case must be seen together to capture the full image of the crisis that the federation goes 

through.  

As mentioned about the previous media analysis, this graph shows the number of articles 

written about Therese Johaug and the Skiing federation. The Orange line shows the 

Federation and the blue line Therese Johaug. The crisis period for the federation stretches 

from juli 2016 with the Sundby asthma issue throughout the legal process with Therese 

Johaug, which lasts all the way to autumn 2017. Therese Johaug was “home-free” first after 

the 2018 Olympics around April. By first look at the media analysis, this issue is more looks 

more complex at a first look. As we can see by the orange line, the skiing federation gets large 

amounts of coverage ahead of the Therese Johaug doping crisis starts (October 2016), this is 

because of the Sundby issue. The Therese crisis, and the federation for that sake continues in 

the following months. 

Search: Therese Johaug and skiforbundet  time period: 2016-2018   weekly   Retriever 
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4.4 Summary of cases 

 The Telenor crisis and the federation crisis are similar in some sense, they are discussed in 

the media for a longer time period compared to the DNB crisis which is resolved faster in 

regard to media attention. Bear in mind that when athletes such as Johaug is discussed, there 

are other frames than doping to, if they for example win a world cup, there is more coverage, 

which we can observe in January 2016 compared to January 2017 when Johaug is not 

competing for championships. An interesting takeback from this analysis is the continued 

coverage of the federation. They are mentioned the most during the Therese issue, but they 

mentioned at varying degrees in the period. What we can observe is that the crises are similar 

and different and all get different amounts of coverage. We can determine the different stages 

of the crises since we put media attention as one of the primary reasons for a reputational 

crisis. The media attention is what makes the reputation worse. So when the media attention is 

low the organization has the opportunity to evaluate their communicative efforts and the 

damage to the organization. This is however difficult to decide, because like in the Telenor 

and Skiing federation crises the media attention goes up and down. 

4.5 Pre- crisis 

 In the following sections we move into the analysis of the statements the managers made 

about their crisis and how they see big data suitable in that and other crises. The analysis is 

structured according to the stages of a crisis and the hypothesis created by the theoretical 

framework presented earlier. The first stage is before the crisis happened. Did the managers 

anticipate the crisis? Could they detect it, and were they prepared for it? How were they 

eventually prepared for it? Here we also focus on what kind of analytics the organizations use 

on a regular basis, and what type of issues management they do. The pre-crisis stage is mostly 

centered around signal detection, prevention and preparation. But also, the evaluation of 

reputational threat which concerns both hypothesis two and three. 

4.5.1 Detecting vulnerabilities   

 HYP1: Big data can be used for detecting and diagnosing vulnerabilities by looking at trends. 

When we are discussing the detection, and diagnosing of vulnerabilities we are also 

discussing the topic of issues management. The issue must be observed and then dealt with. 
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DNB did not see the Panama Papers coming, even when performing quarterly assessments of 

potential issues. 

“We did not have data on our stakeholders as part of the crisis-plan. But we do as part of our issues 

management. Where we do a quarterly assessment of potential crises. The assessment is both 

qualitative and quantitative. It’s based on the data we have available. The media agenda, social media, 

political issues. This did not help us see the panama papers crisis coming” (DNB communications 

executive) 

As for the other crises, the Therese Johaug crisis also came as a surprise. It might have been 

able to predict, but not by analytics. Doping occurs in sports, especially in endurance sports, 

such as cross-country skiing or cycling, this makes it an eventuality an organization can 

prepare for. The Telenor crisis has some blurred lines, somewhat since we don’t know the 

assessments made by the previous management. When doing business with one of the most 

corrupt countries in the world some warning signs should be able to observe at a general 

level, it is however difficult for Telenor’s issues management to detect signals when they 

themselves are not running the day to day operations in VimpelCom. To Telenor’s defense 

they were part owners, but their CEO at the time was a chairman in VimpelCom. It comes 

across as the VimpelCom crisis is different from the others, as it takes an investigation to 

understand if laws have been broken. All the organizations have crisis management plans to 

help them prepare for a crisis.  

“We are always trying to determine what is an issue and what is a crisis. We have crisis plans, but 

these are mainly for Life, health and material impact. During the Vimpelcom crisis, formal procedures 

and structures were not set up until the later stages of the crisis. (Telenor communications executive) 

The skiing federation also have crisis management plans concerning doping. A positive 

sample also involves some formal procedures about who is notified of a positive drug test, 

after these procedures the plan can be initiated. DNB also have a plan that must be adapted 

towards the specific crisis, as the manager at DNB highlights a good crisis plan is not good if 

it can’t be used in every crisis. A crisis management plan is an important aspect of crisis 

preparation.  

The three organizations all have existing structures concerning measuring reputation. DNB 

does a monthly analysis measuring some key performance indicators, these involve media 

coverage, customer satisfaction, and positive or negative reputation. Telenor has done a 

monthly TNS Gallup analysis (survey) report for 15 years and do something called NPS 
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analytics (net prompter score) which is a score mapping customer experience and potential 

growth for telecom companies. The skiing federation also do media analysis, public relations 

research and a tool called sponsor insights, which is mainly for market purposes. They get 

insights about the popularity of the national teams, athletes and the federation every quarter, 

sometimes more often. An important aspect of the skiing federation and Therese Johaug 

doping crisis is the prequal with male cross-country skier Martin Sundby and a large debate 

about asthma medicine in skiing.  

“In the Martin case there was 18 months before the surroundings and media knew, for many good 

reasons. But due to the secrecy, there was massive critic towards the federation and how the issue was 

managed. The critic was aimed at the federation as an organization and the political leadership, critic 

of the secrecy, critic of the way it was presented on the preconference. So the background was 

demanding going into the Therese issue. But I used our evaluations and feedback from the Martin case 

and used these assessments when going into the Therese case. The most important one being that we 

had to communicate/go to the press with this early on.” (the Norwegian skiing association)  

The federation also puts down an investigations committee to find out what happened and to 

restore trust after the Sundby and asthma issue, because “the numbers were pretty brutal”.  

We can establish that the organizations do both analytics and issues manangement at a regular 

basis. Still none of these analytics helped them see the crisis coming, it did not help them 

detect the exact crisis event and breakout. It is likely to assume that big data analytics is no 

different, something also mentioned in the expert interview. You can’t see the exact triggering 

cause of a crisis, but big data can be used to “see societal change, trends and under that 

issues” (expert interview). This in an important aspect, it does not seem that big data analytics 

can be used to predict the exact cause for a reputational crisis. However, our hypothesis 

concerning the prevention of crises is phrased differently. It concerns seeing vulnerabilities. 

This is what the expert interviewee argues for, that a trend analysis can be used as part of the 

risk analysis. The DNB executive also touches on this aspect.  

And if it’s possible to measure if for example blows up on twitter I Sweden that is relevant for us, then 

this is relevant for us. (DNB communications executive) 

There is reason to believe, based on the expert interview and the need from the organizations 

to do issues management that big data can supplement the detecting and diagnosing of 

vulnerabilities by looking at trends and if there is a sentiment in the public. This is also due to 

the reverse agenda setting theory, and how discussions online do not mimic the news media 
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agenda. Online, social issues are more discussed (Neuman, Guggenheim, Jang, & Bae, 2014, 

p.214), and by using these big data analytics based on online sources it might help mapping 

these discussions, and under that diagnosing vulnerabilities and potential issues. It can also 

supplement signal detection by seeing if there is a large rise in discussions concerning a 

specific topic that is of interest to the organization.  

 You don’t know the triggering cause, but you can have it on your map and make emitting measures 

about it. Another example, I love wine. But I think we will in the future have regulations on alcohol. All 

science and data show that it’s damage to society is too large. The income of democracies is not going 

up, so we must cut our expenses, and health is the largest one of them. Sooner or later politicians will 

have to regulate it harder than they do today. The two reasons that it has not happened yet. 1, the 

agricultural lobby in Europe is very strong. Secondly, there are too many like me who like wine, so 

there is no sentiment in the population so that the politicians can implement the regulations. But if that 

changes, then regulations can come. Is it a crisis? If you earn your living by selling wine, then it’s at 

least an issue. (Expert interview) 

From our interviews we can observe two things, big data analytics could probably not be used 

to detect signals that these specific crises were coming. However, we can also observe that 

big data has some specific, and unique abilities when detecting signals. Big data analytics can 

be used to see trends, but it can’t predict the triggering event. Big data analytics can be used 

to capture trends in the public discourse and this could be useful when mapping 

vulnerabilities the organizations have. This means supplementing and strengthening the 

existing measurements that for example DNB do in their quarterly issues management 

assessment. By using big data analytics, the risk analysis can get a wider scope and hence 

helping the risk assessment and supply risk/issues management in general. It can look at 

trends to help assess the likelihood of the issue growing to discussions online and perhaps 

remove some black swans and make them into preventable issues. By using big data analytics, 

we would argue that more vulnerabilities could be detected, first then they could be 

prevented. However, it is also a finding that big data analytics could not have predicted the 

Therese Johaug crisis or the Panama papers crisis. The VimpelCom crisis we lack data to say 

the same, and we can only guess if that could have helped the organization in risk evaluation 

when doing business with a country known for corruption. Another key finding considering 

this hypothesis is that one can’t rely on simply analytics when doing issues management, the 

need for a “healthy” organization that picks up issues is highlighted in the DNB interview.  

Big data can be a tool to see trends, but you can’t analyze your way away from having a good “antenna 

device” so you must work with your organization to catch events, articles, individuals, trends who can 
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evolve to an issue.  You can compensate with good analysis, good overview, but you can’t replace 

people who notify, think for themselves. That is priceless to teach the organization. (DNB 

communications executive) 

What we can say is that the crisis type matters when it comes to detecting and diagnosing 

vulnerabilities and warning signs. The manager uses the words “antenna device”, to describe 

how people within the organization can spot potential issues. We see no reason as to why big 

data can’t be another device to spot potential risks. The manager says that following the 

public agenda and the media is important to know what is out there. This is potentially best 

highlighted by the example the expert interviewee uses about #metoo.  

(….) Another example, #metoo. Quatroporte who devolped Q-ball, did a global trend analysis, and the 

trend with the highest growth was what he called “the new female revolution”. With that insight you 

can draw the conclusion that sooner or later it will be become an issue or crisis that your organization 

don’t have enough female leaders, don’t pay women enough or that there is sexual harassment. (expert 

interview)  

Do you separate issues and crisis in terms of making cmp’s for your customers? 

Yes and no, it starts with mapping risks, what are we exposed for that can threaten our business. You 

plot in probability times consequence and add something called black swans, which are the things you 

can’t predict, but in these risk-analysis a trend analysis can be the baseline. (expert interview)  

Summary and findings 

Big data could not have detected these specific crises, but other methods could, a good 

“antenna device” by using people in the organization is one of these methods. Big data 

analytics can still be used to assess vulnerabilities from trends and supply issues management 

and risk assessments.  

4.5.2 Evaluating reputational threat 

 Hyp2: Big data can help evaluate reputational threat in the preparation for a crisis. 

The second hypothesis concerning the pre-crisis stage is that; Big data can help evaluate 

reputational threat in the preparation for a crisis. This is the phase were the managers are 

aware of the crisis/issue and seeks to understand the reputational threat, but nothing or little 

has been published by the news media, we are in some sense somewhere between the pre-

crisis stage and the during the stage. Coombs (2012, P.156) discuss the evaluation of 
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reputational threat as part of the crisis response, and that the evaluation should be seen 

according to the organizational responsibility, we would argue it could also be used in the 

preparation stage, when planning the crisis response and making decisions early in the 

process, also called the crisis recognition. Before addressing the hypothesis directly some 

context is needed about what was important for the managers in the preparation for the crisis. 

All the interviewees are mostly concerned with finding facts. Gathering information about the 

event/actions and information to be able to make the best possible decisions. DNB had three 

weeks from Aftenposten contacted them to investigate and work on their response. The skiing 

federation use the experiences and evaluations from the Martin Sundby issue to deal with the 

Therese Johaug case. The three interviewees also argue for the importance of internal 

communication at some point in the interview and the structures around that.  

In this phase, our focus is not on what people think of us, but to have control over the 

information, making sure we know as much as possible, to calibrate our answer. We do have 

standard routines to establish push-warnings. We also do media searchers and observe social 

media. (DNB communications executive) 

An interesting point is brought up by the Telenor executive, that they are always trying to 

determine what is an issue and what is a crisis. This is where evaluating reputational threat 

can help make this distinction if we use the definition that a crisis exists when stakeholders 

agree that it does. So, figuring out where stakeholders stand on the issue is an important 

factor. In the Panama Papers crisis, the DNB executive say that knowing the positive and 

negative attitudes towards DNB is not that useful ahead of the crisis. He makes the distinction 

between a creeping crisis and a blue-lights crisis.  

In a normal crisis it would be relevant to measure the atmosphere when you are confronted with a 

demanding issue. But it is not vital for managing the crisis. (DNB communications executive) 

However, I still believe that big data analysis can be relevant before and during a crisis, but the 

panama papers crisis was so special. The Dakota story for example is an example where big data would 

be more relevant, due to it being an “evolving story”, compared to the panama papers where the 

practice happened 10 years ago. (DNB communications executive) 

The Dakota story that the DNB manager mentions is an interesting example and parallel to 

the Panama Papers crisis. The Dakota story was an oil pipeline stretching through a native 

American conservatory, DNB had invested in the pipeline, but later withdrew its investment. 

Here DNB did research to investigate how engaged people were in the issue. They evaluated 
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the reputational threat. This highlights the use of evaluating the reputational threat in 

decision-making. Although not specified by the DNB executive we can speculate how the 

results of this evaluation affected their actions, with them withdrawing from the project. 

(NRK, 2017) The focus in the Panama papers case is still of a different character, it does not 

evolve like the Dakota pipeline issue. The panama papers crisis is a result of something the 

company did 10 years ago and comes without warning.  

We don’t have the data on how Telenor evaluated their reputational threat, but based on news 

articles and the Telenor chairman at the time, we can observe that they evaluated the 

reputational threat as minor than the potential economic loss. That chairman also said it would 

be a great to sell the stocks, but that it would be “a robbery concerning their shareholder” 

(E24,2014).  

The skiing federation gets one crisis right after the other, how this can be used will be further 

discussed in the next chapter. But it is important to know that the federation did do 

evaluations about the critique towards them throughout the issues and the overall reputation 

crisis. They say that after the Martin Sundby issue they looked at the reputation evaluations 

with new eyes. 

 What we currently do the most of is trend reports and seeing developments in society. We are currently 

delivering a large analysis for a customer where we look the sentiment at the Norwegian populations 

concerning “workling life” (Arbeidsliv). We can then identify what people are concerned with today 

and over time. And due to the predictive algorithm then we can hopefully see how this evolves in the 

future. (expert interview)  

The expert interviewee also points to the predictive function of big data analytics, that we 

outlined when arriving at the hypothesis. The predictive function can see with 70% 

probability how an issue or trend will grow into the future. If we look at this function 

according to the statement made by the Telenor executive that it is sometimes hard to 

determine what is an issue and what is crisis, the predictive function of big data analytics 

might help assess this dilemma.   

For evolving crises, meaning those that grow over the course of media attention for example, 

big data could be useful when evaluating the reputational threat. Concerning the Panama 

Papers crisis this is not vital, they know they will have reputational loss and focus on finding 

information. Concerning stories like VimpelCom it might have been of more value, if Telenor 
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knew how the public would react to corruption, then perhaps they would have sold out earlier, 

but this becomes hypothetical seeing as we don’t know the evaluations done at that time. 

The skiing federation case proves the need to evaluate the reputation in general, seeing as it 

can lead decision making, this will be further discussed in the next hypothesis about prior 

reputation and crisis history. What we can observe by looking at the Skiing Federation is 

evidence that supports the theory that crisis history matters when evaluating the threat. The 

Dakota story brought up by the DNB manager is perhaps a type of crisis that gives the 

clearest indication that big data can change the evaluation of reputational threat. DNB did do 

population research to find out how engaged people were in the issue.  

We have not used to do these types of analysis before a crisis, but we do sometimes. The Dakota 

pipeline case is one of those. We did population research to find out how engaged people were in the 

issue. We did not do this concerning the panama papers. (DNB communications executive) 

Summary and findings 

We would argue that big data can help evaluate the reputational threat. Big data could help 

determine if what is originally an issue will be perceived as a crisis by the public. We would 

also argue that the predictive ability of big data can be used in this evaluation process. Still, 

we would also argue that in some crises like the Panama Papers there are other priorities than 

evaluating the reputational threat. During a growing crisis/smoldering crisis is where the 

evaluation of reputational threat by using big data is the most useful. 

4.5.3 Prior reputation and crisis history 

 Hyp3: Big data can help assess prior reputation and crisis history 

This third hypothesis is connected to the previous hypothesis (2) about evaluating reputational 

threat. When evaluating the reputational threat, one must also consider the crisis history and 

the prior reputation. This is best exemplified in the case about the skiing federation who 

evaluated their reputation as result of the Martin Sundby and asthma issue. They knew that 

they had bad reputational capital going into the Therese Johaug issue. The data and 

evaluations from the Martin Sundby issue was used in strategic assessments. The strategy is 

to be as open and as early as possible. The skiing federation case supports the notion made 

earlier that crisis history matters when a new crisis emerges, and it can be argued that this is a 
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good example of how “reputational capital” works. The reputation management at the Skiing 

Federation shows this lifecycle of reputations. From the Sundby and asthma issues, to the 

Therese Johaug issue, to reputation goals concerning the 2018 Olympics. 

We had bad reputational capital, also there had been a debate concerning asthma that entire fall. 

Through sponsor-insight we have research concering the athletes and «our» sports. Some also 

concerning centrally (sentralt). So we get insights on popularity of the national teams, athletes by name, 

and the federation every quarter, sometimes more often. Cross country skiing especially. (The 

Norwegian Skiing Federation) 

Was this used when the crisis broke out? 

Not in the phase we are currently discussing, but soon afterwards. But the data and evaluations from 

the Martin issue and the asthma issue was used extensively in strategic assessments. (the Norwegian 

Skiing Federation) 

Big data can be part of evaluating the reputational threat by doing landscape analysis 

concerning the organizations. A landscape analysis can include crisis history and prior 

reputation. The point of a landscape analysis is to understand what landscape the organization 

is operating in (Weiner & Kochhar, 2016, p.15). If the organization has had a vivid crisis 

history this would show up on a landscape analysis, one can also do a landscape analysis of 

the crisis history. Big data analytics has according to our expert interview the ability to do 

these measurements faster than ordering surveys and go detailed back in time. Descriptive 

analytics can map the prior reputation fast, and time is as mentioned a central variable in 

crisis management. 

Summary and findings 

We would argue that due to big data analytics ability in measuring reputation and crisis 

history by using descriptive analytics this hypothesis is supported. One of the key reasons that 

big data can supplements the existing structures and can be done at fast level. It is also 

reasonable to argue that this supports hypothesis 2 concerning the evaluation of reputational 

threat.  

4.5.4 Summary pre-crisis stage 

We have now looked at the individual hypotheses, but we must also address the overall 

question about the pre-crisis stage, can big data change the practices there? Big data can first 
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and foremost be used to do landscape analysis in the pre-crisis stage. This does however not 

seem to be the core focus of the managers when they are confronted with a crisis. They are 

mostly concerned about getting a good view of the information and learning about facts 

contained about the crisis. This means doing internal investigations about the crisis. Another 

finding is that big data cannot be the only analysis done when diagnosing vulnerabilities and 

spotting potential issues. There is a need for a good “antenna device” in general, that means 

that the people working in the organization spot and report potential risks. Still, big data can 

be used as a tool to see trends, and within those trends there are potential issues that can be 

planned for and generally be part of the issues management. Therefore, we can generally 

argue based on the discussions about the hypotheses that big data analytics will not directly 

change issues and risk management, but supplement it. An important factor is the predictive 

ability concerning trends. By using advanced algorithmic analytics on big data sets predict the 

growth of a trend, not just descriptively presenting it. This is something the expert interviewee 

argue is useful when doing risk analysis and setting a baseline. Coombs (2012, p.31-114) 

separated the pre-crisis stage by prevention and preparation. For the prevention of crises big 

data analytics can supplement risk assessment and issues management. Concerning 

preparation big data can help evaluate the reputational threat. Big data analytics can also 

review the crisis history and prior reputation. 

4.6 During the crisis  

 During a crisis there are many important elements. This is the most intense and stressful 

period of crisis management in general. There is an information vacuum, a strategy must be 

implemented and a tactic must be executed. One of the most crucial aspects is 

communication, seeing as people/stakeholders seek information about the crisis. The news 

media is a large part of this communication, since this is where external stakeholders get 

information from. The organizational responsibility is often framed through media coverage. 

The crisis is put on the public agenda. The organization needs to have a message that will 

resonate with stakeholders and help limit the broken trust. This message or sentence may 

potentially be constructed with the help of big data analytics. Still, the first step in dealing 

with a crisis is recognizing there is one. This has been discussed earlier, there is a line 

between the pre-crisis stage and the during stage. We now look at it from within the 

organization too, someone in the organization might argue that there is a reputational crisis, 
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but others disagree, this is where “selling the crisis” becomes important. Another element 

during the crisis is something that has already been discussed, the measurement of 

reputation/public opinion. We want to investigate how measuring image could potentially 

change during the crisis, where time and resources are short, compared to the pre- and post- 

stage. This is especially of interest when comparing big data analytics to surveys.  

4.6.1 Selling the crisis 

 Hyp4: Big data can change how an issue is “sold” to senior management. 

First, the word sold can be argued for and against, but it is the word used by Coombs (2012, 

p.116). We could also have used the word “presented”. Someone at the organization argue for 

why there is a crisis, and other argue it is not. Since big data analytics is a way of obtaining 

information and that enables research, this research can be part of the argumentation for both 

sides. Especially if we follow the definition that a crisis exists when stakeholder think it does. 

This is where there is a connection to the pre-crisis stage where the organization decides how 

they should prepare, for instance deciding upon if the crisis management should be put in 

motion. The “selling” can be seen in two ways as far as we observe. One is in defining if the 

issue presented can grow to a crisis or is one. The other is the strategic advice on how to 

proceed and deal with the crisis. The reason for also addressing this perspective is that often 

there are consultants who help the organization deal with the crisis. Our expert interviewee is 

one of these consultants. This is an important aspect, because we should account for the fact 

that the counseling can change due to use of big data analytics expertise, and not only how 

management within the organization handles the crisis. This will be further discussed when 

directly addressing the research question. 

In the studied cases the need to “sell” the crisis to the senior management does not seem to be 

present. The skiing federation and DNB go into crisis mode immediately. While in Telenor 

there seems to be some uncertainty, the manager mentions the difficulty in seeing if 

something is an issue or a crisis. The VimpelCom crisis could have been one of the types of 

crisis were big data analytics could have been used to “sell” the crisis to the senior 

management, as they decided not to sell the stocks in VimpelCom right away, due to 

economic concerns. However, the other interviewees and the expert interviewee argue for the 

need to be able to document that something is an issue or crisis.  
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(…) for me as the communication manager it was vital to show the leadership here at the federation 

that this is an issue, by using facts about what people think about us. Facts ruin any good discussion. 

(the Norwegian skiing federation) 

DNB uses a lot of resources on analyses and reports in general, that is in addition to the issues 

management assessments every quarter as well as conducting the monthly reputation 

measurements. We can assume that they act similary in other areas, including public relations.  

As a bank I like to say that we are a very insights driven organization. Meaning we use a substantial 

amount of time on analysis and reports. Especially when we are taking something to the market. (DNB 

communications executive) 

The expert interviewee argue that big data analysis is part of the substantiation of the advice 

he gives to organizations. Advice that has usually relied on experience, intuition, and 

knowledge about crises.  

Take another example, back in 2007 i advised a company that climate would become a large story and 

that they should position themselves accordingly as an environmental friendly and climate neutral 

company. The company went another direction, now 11 years later they are positioning themselves as a 

climate friendly solution. Back then it was just my intuition, I read TIME, newsweek and the economist 

and all had climate on the front page. It was not a major theme in the public, this I now could have 

tested through the help of Big data analytics. (Expert interview) 

So you become more certain in the advice you give? 

Yes, you become more certain of the advice, but as important; The customer may agree with my 

intuition, but it’s something completely different when you enter a meeting with corporate managers or 

the board to be able to document it, You have a basis for decision making that are numbers and graphs 

which says something more than a single consultant at the end of the table who “thinks” something, it 

substantiates our standpoint, that makes the whole difference. (expert interview) 

The skiing federation say it is important to argue for something being an issue to the senior 

management, DNB argue that insights are important and a that they rely on it. The expert 

interview argue that one has a better basis for decision making and moving from intuition to 

data driven decisions. It seems as we can observe the same thing here as with the measuring 

of prior reputation and evaluating reputational threat. It can contribute to what is already 

there. The predictive ability of big data is also to be mentioned, which can “see into the 

future” of trends, and this may be an important part when arguing to senior management; 

“This might not be an issue now, but it will most probably be within the next year.” The 

managers do not address this point directly concerning “selling” a predicted issue, but we 
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can’t ignore the fact that big data has this ability and that it could be of use as part of the 

issues management.  

Summary and findings 

We would argue that big data is changing how consultancies sell their advice, this we can 

observe from the expert interview, where the expert or consulting is using a big data software 

to substantiate his counsel. Big data can also change how a crisis is sold to senior 

management, because it gives a better foundation for the management to decide upon. The 

insights can find evidence of the sentiment in the public and in this way help guide decision-

making. 

4.6.2 Constructing messages 

 Hyp5: Big data can change how messages are constructed during a crisis. 

Before addressing the hypothesis directly, we must give some context about what each 

organization did when the crisis was upon them. All the managers say that their main priority 

was to gather information about the crisis, what happened and how did it happen. Then they 

focus on their crisis response. DNB is given three weeks by the newspaper who discovers the 

misdeed to gather information and prepare their response. DNB communicate consistently 

that they should never have been involved with the company Mossack Fonseca through their 

Luxembourg branch, and admitted to doing so. 

 “A main trait of a crisis is the lack of information control. That is the hardest part. You must account 

for the fact that new information might surface in your answers. That is a demanding activity when the 

information needs are so high. Both to the public, owners, authorities, employees and customers.  It’s 

demanding to show the necessary humility and clarity when designing a message when you have to take 

the precautions due to a lack of information. Nordea was the other bank heavily influenced by the 

panama papers. Their approach was different from ours. They denied in the beginning, we came clean 

immediately and maintained our message over time. We had to comment on different issues along the 

way, concerning who has involved etc, but our main message never changed. Nordea had a larger hit in 

the Swedish market, than we had in the Norwegian market.” (DNB communications executive) 

Here the interviewee explains how DNB and their competitor Nordea had different messages. 

DNB held one red-line throughout the communication, Whereas Nordea changed their 

message during the crisis, resulting with a larger hit in their home-market (Sweden) than 
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DNB did in their home-market (Norway). This exemplifies the importance of messages and 

choosing the right one from the beginning when communicating during a crisis.   

Telenor tries to think a long way ahead when dealing with crises and issues. They also say 

that they need to improve on how they manage information.  

What matters for us during a crisis is not short-term reputation goals. We think a long way ahead, and 

focus on good solutions for the long run. Statements to the press were carefully drafted. We also recon 

the importance of internal communication. We met with all the employees here at Fornebu at an 

“allmeeting” many times. It was very important for us to be consistent in what we said internally and 

externally. (Telenor communications executive) 

The skiing federations response must be seen in some different stages. They are in a 

reputational crisis for a long time, due to the many issues. For the Therese Johaug issue, they 

focus on being as early and as open as possible, focusing in actual events, such as how it came 

to be that Therese Johaug had an illegal substance in her body. The manager says that this was 

simpler to deal with than the Martin Sundby issue, because that issue was so much more 

complex medically and legally.  

 “Another element that became a challenge in this period was that the fall with Martin Sundby and the 

asthma accusations. Cause now there was a debate about the skiing federation with comments in the 

newspaper about a lack in leadership, system failure, etc. So they (the press) tried to keep a red line 

form the Martin issue to the Therese issue.”  (The Norwegian skiing Federation) 

And the line was the federation? 

Yes, and because it happened in cross country skiing and within a few months. (The Norwegian Skiing 

Federation) 

This is the story that haunts the federation, they are in a reputational crisis due to the 

culmination of the different crises. 

As mentioned in the literature and theory section; big data can help messages be created at a 

general level and the messages can be targeted through for example specific sponsored posts 

towards a defined target.  

(…) We think we can use it message testing and development. So instead of me and the communications 

director think what can be potential messages, we can test 30-40 of them within an hour in a forecasting 

model and see what messages there is sentiment for in the public. There might be other factors, but 

those are the two obvious that I see. But you still need to be good communicators and come up with 40 

suggestions.” (expert interview) 
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In this dissertation we have chosen not to look at the audience targeting ability of big data. 

One of the reasons for that is that in studied cases, we are focusing on large amounts of 

external stakeholders and Norwegians in general, since a large percentage of them have some 

connection to the organizations. Therefore, there’s a need and a requirement (from 

stakeholders) to communicate through the media. Organizations can’t decide; to not answer 

the media at all when they are in a crisis. Negative media coverage is one of the factors that 

define it as a reputational crisis. Consequently, it is important to study how big data can help 

create messages that are communicated to/through the media.  

More specifically “testing messages” as exemplified by the expert interviewee. The three 

organizations all say that this would be of interest to them.  

It would be relevant for us to test messages. It would be relevant under the crisis. (DNB 

communications executive) 

Something that would be interesting is testing possible messages through big data. (Telenor 

communications executive)  

We should be thinking more in that direction. But I am unsure about what you are pointing to, we do 

some of this already in testing it on, a different level compared to big data, but we test messages, words 

and sentences against key individuals before making a decision. But on a different level than what I 

think you are aiming at now. It’s communicatively technically testing it toward different environments, 

but it’s not big data exactly. (the Norwegian skiing federation) 

Still, there are some important things to note. It is not so that an organization can get a big 

data tool and expect to communicate perfectly during a crisis. As the expert interviewee 

highlights, there is still a need for expertise, one must be an expert user of the analytical 

software, and need to find good suggestions and formulations, there is also a need for 

expertise in crisis communication, and understanding society. There is also some uncertainty 

in the liability, the Q-ball tool for example has been tested against stocks and predict about 7 

out 10 correctly. So, there is still a need for good interpretations of the answers the predictive 

analytics give. The users need to be critical and understand why they get the insights they do. 

This was also discussed in the chapter about the validity of the Q-ball tool in the theory 

section. Still, testing messages by using the Q-ball tool could help the organizations find the 

right message early in the crisis management process. The organizations are interested in 

using such a tool, and there seems to be a need for it too. Testing messages against large data 

sets is still one part of a larger process concerning the crisis response, but can help the form 

and content of the response. 
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Summary and findings 

Still, it can be argued that it is a finding that big data analytics can change and supplement the 

construction of messages during a crisis. The technology is already there and can be used, the 

second reason is that there is an interest from organizations. Another aspect is that according 

to the expert interview it does not take a large amount of time to do these message tests, time 

is as mentioned critical during crisis. There is also the fact that organizations do “test” 

messages to some degree already, it is just at a much smaller scale and only towards special 

stakeholders. 

4.6.3 Measuring during the crisis 

Hyp6: Big data can change how reputations are measured during a crisis. 

This hypothesis is also focused around reputation measurement. This is done through 

mapping what people write about the organization online, tweets and websites, then using 

some key performance indicators like positive, negative, innovative, and empathy to see what 

is being written online about the organization. The reason for having this hypothesis in the 

during stage is for primary two reasons. One is the usefulness of knowing “where you stand”. 

The second one is time, in the pre- and post-crisis stages, you have more time, compared to 

the middle of the crisis. Analysis through software is fast. When the managers are dealing 

with these crises, they are often concerned with capturing the full opposition, so what is being 

written in the media about the organization and what is happening on social media. They all 

do media analysis to get a grasp of the critique against them.  

(…) We do however still do analysis and investigations, and this type of analysis Big data could be an 

analysis to find out what atmosphere we are working with, in real-time. If people are positive towards 

DNB, then we are better suited. (DNB communications executive) 

(…) When discussing the media coverage surrounding us and our analytical tools here we use “medium 

time”. We keep it as a basis for how we make our decisions, but it’s not something we spend much time 

on. But it is part of the decision making. (The Norwegian skiing federation) 

However, the organizations seem to share an opinion that measuring the reputation is not vital 

for managing during the crisis. Here it is important to distinguish between the types of 

analysis, media analysis might be very important, but as the DNB interviewee highlights 

(statement below) they are largely aware of the atmosphere around them. The interviewee at 

Telenor also say when presented with the big data analytics (presented in the method chapter) 
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that those graphs (positive and negative attitudes) he has doubts about the usefulness of 

during a crisis. 

(…) I take the phones, and it’s my team who answers on twitter. So we know if there is a lot to do or not. 

And we know if the sentiment is bad or good. We don’t have to ask anyone, we sort of get that 

information automatically. (DNB communications executive) 

The skiing federation is an interesting case concerning this point of the usefulness of 

reputation management during a crisis. Mostly because their crisis involves different issues 

that grows into a crisis for the federation. Their crisis history with doping is so “fresh” that the 

media and public keep a red-line. From the Martin Sundby issue to an overall asthma debate, 

to the Therese Johaug story. All of this cumulates into a reputational crisis for the federation, 

the federation is the red-line. They get very specific critique against the management at the 

Skiing Federation. They got reports from their media analysis partner according to different 

KPI’s, for example individuals, athletes, the federation itself or the specific sport. They use 

this when communicating. They take samples from this and social media to calibrate their 

response. This is perhaps especially important when the crisis is the result of few larger 

issues. The insights they gain from the Sundby case are used strategically for the management 

and communication of the Johaug case.  

In our context what mattered was first and foremost to capture the full image of the opposition, 

(opinionen/stakeholders) and taking eventual measures on communications, that was our main focus in 

the Therese issue especially. (The Norwegian skiing Federation) 

It seems that understanding the opposition is important for all these organizations, but they do 

not necessarily have to do vast amounts of analysis on the public discourse and debate to 

understand the opposition and the discussions taking place. However, some of the managers 

and the expert interviewee still argue that big data could be useful during the crisis. Mostly 

due to the time factor. Big data can track public opinion faster than for example a survey.  

(…)So we do media and social media surveillance. But that only tells you what is out there today, the 

themes that the journalists are concerned with today, or what is written in social media that day. But it 

does not give you a total picture. Sometimes we use opinion polls, a webbus panel, call Kantar and ask 

them to ask these questions. I have barely seen it, but it might also be to test messages. But normally it’s 

about investigating where the public stands by using a traditional poll. But those 10 questions cost 

70.000 NOK and it takes a week to get an answer. Sometimes less. I can do it in realtime at a lower 

cost. (expert interview)  
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We would argue that big data can change how the reputation of an organization is measured 

during a crisis, mostly due to simplicity. Other analyses being done today take time and a big 

data tool with help of experts can make such a process easier, it can also be done at the same 

time as one might be testing messages. Here it is important to remember the type of crisis, the 

DNB Panama Papers have a shorter lifespan in terms of media attention. Whereas the crisis at 

the Skiing Federation is separated into different issues and periods, and when the Therese 

Johaug crisis starts the federation is well prepared by good analysis of their prior crisis.  

Summary and findings  

Big data can be used to measure reputations during a crisis. As far as we can observe the 

usefulness of this depends on the crisis, in the Skiing Federation case is one of the cases 

where it could potentially be most useful. This does not mean that Telenor and DNB don’t 

want to know where they stand. The do. They just say that it is not vital for the crisis 

management. If the organization has a need to “know where they stand” and capture the full 

opposition big data analysis seems to be a good solution for it. 

4.7 Post- crisis 

 This stage is mostly based around recovering and learning as mentioned in the literature. 

Coombs (2012) separate between performance and impact evaluations. Learning is a central 

part of crisis management, because one can’t assume that one will not have another crisis. As 

mentioned in the literature a crisis also creates a great opportunity for learning and crisis 

corrective actions and prevention (Coombs 2012) (Crandall, Parnell, & Spillan, 2014). The 

first part of this learning is gathering all sorts of data about the stakeholders. Stakeholders 

such as investors and partners, customers, and employees. In terms of big data analytics, we 

focus here mostly on external stakeholders and customers. But we will also investigate how 

the organizations evaluated the crisis they experienced. 

4.7.1 Supplementing evaluations 

Hyp7: Big data can supplement evaluations in the post crisis stage. 

This hypothesis has a broad approach. And can be separated in performance and impact 

evaluations. It can be argued that these should not be completely separated. This is especially 
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from a communications standpoint. If you perform good communicatively, then you have less 

impact on the organizations image/reputation. If there is large negative impact on the 

reputation, then perhaps the organization could have done better communicatively. 

Performance and impact are connected, but can be evaluated separately. 

So how did the investigated organizations evaluate their crisis?  

We probably did not do a good enough evaluation. We did evaluations after key markers like the 3-hour 

long press conference. But a longer evaluation of the entire crisis was not done properly. (Telenor 

communications executive) 

Keep in mind that the Telenor VimpelCom crisis lasted for a long period. And the manager 

there highlighted the fact that a crisis is not over in the course of one weekend, and that a 

crisis takes a longer time than one might expect. This is also something brought up by the 

manager at DNB. 

 The crisis never properly ended. We had an ongoing investigation, and it did not come naturally to 

evaluate before it was done. When that investigation was done, the case moved on to a parliament 

committee.  Without much media attention. It took a year before we could say we were “home-free.  The 

most intense period was 3-4 weeks. Then it calmed down in terms of media attention. After our general 

assembly and there was no “rolling heads”. That made the media less interested. (DNB 

communications executive) 

What the DNB manager here says is interesting seen according to the media analysis. By only 

looking at the media analysis the crisis is over fast, when it is not from a management 

perspective. The Skiing Federation as explained earlier also went through a reputation crisis 

for a long time, and say that in the Therese Johaug case it was difficult because it went on for 

long time. They are still doing evaluations about their reputation because of what happened in 

the late summer and autumn of 2016.  

However, after the Martin issue we have looked at this with new eyes. And linked with the “verdiski” 

project, which was a result of the Therese issue, the reputation part is also important there, but it’s 

more to it still. It’s an important point for us, because that’s were started by figuring out where we were 

reputational wise, and it was omnibus research. That served as the baseline for achieving our goal of 

being back at a certain level before the 2018 Olympic games. We don’t think we will make it, but we are 

having another omnibus now soon. (the Norwegian skiing federation) 

The skiing federation does evaluations also with their partners and sponsors. Asking them 

how they think the federation should communicate and deal with these issues. They also did 
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omnibus research which relies on a variety of sources. The organizations have existing 

structures that evaluate their reputation, so in that sense they have evaluated the impact. DNB 

for example can see that the Panama Papers affected their customer satisfaction and their 

reputation through these structures and they evaluated the Panama Papers extensively from 

for example a risk perspective. They did not, however, do a proper evaluation of their 

communicative efforts, they learned a lot, but did not document those learnings in a structured 

way.  

All the organizations say that big data analytics would be useful in the evaluation stage of a 

crisis. And it can be argued that big data analytics can supplement these existing structures by 

looking deeper into specific subjects and comparing it to other crises as an example. This is 

where the day to day, week to week function can be useful for example, cause then you could 

potentially see the effects of communicative actions.  

After a crisis and evaluations is where I find this sort of analysis most relevant. Going deeper into how 

taxes for example characterized the debate, or Rune Bjerke, or how panama papers are compared to 

other crises. (DNB communications executive) 

(…) It is interesting and perhaps especially in an evaluations phase (Telenor communications 

executive) 

 However, we still recognize the need for other analysis to in the post-crisis stage. The 

research that for example the skiing federation does with their sponsors are important for 

them, since the sponsors are very important stakeholders. There is also a need to evaluate how 

employees feel about the crisis, and this can be done through for example interviews.  

(…) they already had a sponsor tracker which gave them month to month insights about how norwegian 

cross country and the federation was perceieved, but we also did a survey, 10 questions about general 

perceptions and in detail about the doping issues. Just before we met I was making a 1 year later report. 

Should we repeat the inspection to see if our communicative activities worked out. (Expert interview) 

Could you not use Q-ball? 

Yes, we could have, but Q-ball did not exist in February 2017, so today I would have done it Q-ball. 

(Expert interview) 

Summary and findings 

Big data analytics can supplement the evaluation of a reputational crisis, especially through 

impact evaluations. A thorough evaluation of the organizations spokespersons and topics 
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reputation can also help evaluate the performance of the communication. Big data analytics 

with detailed information can support the existing structures that many organization already 

have in place. Now that the exploratory analysis has been done we move into more general 

discussions about the research question. 
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5 Discussion 

 In this section of the dissertation we aim discuss the topics and answer the research question; 

Can big data change crisis management and communication? The exploratory analysis has 

been done by creating a theoretical framework that provided us with a total of 7 hypotheses 

that have been tested by asking three communication managers at three Norwegian 

organizations that went through reputational crises and an expert interview. These seven 

hypotheses serve to test how crisis management and communications can potentially change 

due to advanced big data analytics. By drawing on the observations from those hypotheses we 

now take a more general approach to answer the research question. The main question is if big 

data analytics can change the practices of today in crisis communication and management. 

We will also discuss big data from a risk perspective, some emerging trends in crisis 

management and communication, how big data can change the use of surveys and some main 

findings. 

5.1 Potential pitfalls  

 Another topic that must be addressed are the pitfalls of big data analysis. Especially 

concerning how the use of big data analytics can become a crisis, looking at it from a risk 

perspective. The Facebook and Cambridge Analytica story is an example of how big data 

analytics can create a crisis, using big data analytics and other techniques in a way that turns it 

into a crisis. The frame the media use in those sorts of cases concerns “personal information” 

being stolen. When personal information about users from for example Facebook are stolen 

and stored this creates a crisis for the parties involved. In May 2018, the general data 

protection regulation (GDPR) is implemented in Europe, with it comes more regulation on 

how businesses use and obtain information about their stakeholders. The regulations can be 

seen from an issues management perspective as a risk that needs to be minimalized. The 

Facebook crisis of 2018 is one of the better examples of crisis theory in recent years and since 

it involves big data it is important to discuss. Cambridge Analytica who was the initial start to 

the crisis is today out of function, they used the power of big data and information such as 

Facebook likes and ended up in what is defined by Robert Heath (1998) as a lethal crisis. 

(Solon & Laughland, 2018, the guardian). 
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This is where it the subject of big data and crisis management become full circle. 

Organizations in Europe should approach GDPR with outmost precision, and make sure that 

the organization is not gathering personal information without the user’s consent. This could 

create a serious reputational crisis. However, we can observe that user information is not vital 

at all when using a big data for crisis management. Seeing trends, and measuring writings 

online seem to be enough. Cambridge Analytica operated in a grey area and was punished for 

it. Dragging Facebook down in a bad reputation swamp. Cambridge Analytica was also using 

the data from Facebook to influence elections by targeted marketing.   

The prediction methods used by Cambridge Analytica is similar to the ones presented by 

Kosinski, Stillwell, & Graepel (2012), they used a sample of 58,466 volunteers from the US 

to show that accessible digital records of behavior, Facebook likes could be used to predict 

personal attributes such as political affiliation, cigarette smoking, alcohol consumption, 

ethnicity, sexual orientation. Dichotomous variables like these they could predict with a large 

degree of certainty. The authors (Kosinski, Stillwell, & Graepel, 2012) claim they could 

automatically and accurately infer people’s personal attributes. What this research 

demonstrates is the power of correlation and probability by only using data points such as a 

single Facebook like. As has been discussed earlier in the theoretical and analytical sections 

just having a big data tool like Q-ball is not enough, one needs to understand crises and 

society. A big data tool is only as good as the questions you ask and how you interpret the 

answers as the expert interviewee highlight. So, there is also a need for the users to 

understand statistics and analytics. If the user is not familiar with how to interpret big data 

insights, then it can lead the decision-making in the wrong direction. 

The point is that if used wrong, the use of advanced big data analytics can turn into a crisis for 

the organization using it or it can mislead the management by giving bad information. 

According to the cases investigated they seems to have a good grasp on analytics and use it 

regularly. They are good at adopting analytics. This might not be the case for other 

organizations. Wiesenberg, Zerfass, & Moreno (2017, p.110) argue that strategic 

communications and public relations are lagging other disciplines when capitalizing on the 

era of “information overload”. The same authors present that 1 out of 5 communication 

departments have implemented an insights engine, and some respondents from their survey 

does not recognize the importance of such technologies.  
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“In the field of public relations big data is understood, but only at a quite abstract 

level” (Wiesenberg, Zerfass, & Moreno, 2017, p.108).  

As far as we can observe there are at least two potential pitfalls to big data analytics. The first 

one is using personal information and not informing users about it, simply said: Be honest, 

and don’t try to play stakeholders for fools. The second risk is if the organizations does not 

have the expertise in understanding analytics, statistics, crises and society.   

5.2 Emerging trends in crisis management  

 There are some trends in crisis management, these trends are important to understand when 

we are looking to the future of crisis management. Crandall, Parnell & Spillan (2014, p. 287-

310) present in their book about crisis management in the new strategy landscape a series of 

emerging trends for crisis management practice and research. One aspect they bring up is that 

the link between organizational crises and moral failure will strengthen. Organizational crises 

related to ethical issues have grown in the later decades, this is also supported by the institute 

of crisis management. Human error is the main cause for organizational crises and 

management initiated more than 50% of all crises. 61% of all crises are “smoldering”, 

meaning an originally a minor issue that grows into a full-grown crisis with the public eye 

looking at the organization. The authors (Crandall, Parnell, & Spillan, 2014, p.292) argue that 

the antidote to these breaches in ethics is management setting a good example for others. We 

argued in the analysis that big data analytics can supplement the evaluation of reputational 

threat in a smoldering crisis, and determine the severity of the issue. With a large percentage 

of crises being “smoldering” we argue this is an area that big data analytics will supplement 

the common practices. 

When it comes the external landscape, the authors (Crandall, Parnell, & Spillan, 2014, p.299-

300) argue for two emerging factors, the growing power of victims and a crisis eroding the 

trust stakeholders have towards the organization. The trust can be damaged by either the 

cause or the management of the crisis.  The victims become more powerful through social 

media and other online arenas. This is also supported by Jacqueline Lambiase (2012, p. 523). 

A crisis will be a reason for stakeholders to mistrust the organization, therefore the 

responsibility attributes are important when categorizing a crisis. Still, the organization 

usually ends up taking some form of critique. The issue of trust is becoming more important. 
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Media relations have been large focus in crisis management literature and practice. In the 

digital world a broader stakeholder approach is needed. Crandall, Parnell & Spillan (2014, p. 

299) bring up how social media in general will affect crisis management, playing a greater 

role in determining the outcome. The internet transmits information that is usually negative 

about the organization to an even larger audience. The discussions and critique can escalate 

due to engagement online. We would argue that big data analytics on twitter posts and 

websites can be used to measure this online atmosphere which seems to grow in importance. 

This is in line with almost the observations made in almost all the hypotheses. Perhaps 

especially hypothesis 2, 4 and 7.  

We would argue that these emerging trends supports why big data analytics can change crisis 

management. A large percentage (61%) of crisis are smoldering meaning crisis like the 

Dakota pipeline story, meaning a crisis that grow in momentum. We would argue that big 

data could be used to avoid the momentum of such an issue when used correctly. First by 

evaluating the reputational threat in real-time and how it might grow in the future. Also by 

testing messages early in the process to better limit the issue growing to crisis. Trust will 

become an important performance indicator. Ethics should be the basis for good crisis 

prevention and preparation. There will be more crises concerning breaches in ethics, and 

corporate social responsibility will continue to be an important part of crisis prevention and in 

building a good reputation (Crandall, Parnell, & Spillan, 2014 P. 287-309). 

5.3 Big data and surveys  

 We have sketched out some of the potentials of big data and tested them on three cases to see 

how they could potentially change the practices of today. It can be argued that a general 

finding is that big data analytics will supplement rather than disrupt crisis management 

according to our hypotheses testing. One area big data analytics can disrupt is the use of 

surveys. Descriptive data analytics seeks the same answers as surveys, the public opinion. 

This is something that is debated. Cukier and Mayer-Schönberger (2013) are some of the 

writers who make this claim that big data will change the traditional methods of the social 

sciences. Surveys is a traditional method in the social sciences and in public relations, and 

used in many areas that aim to get a picture of what the public opinion is like on different 

issues. The future role of surveys in the era of big data was recently discussed by researchers 

(Callegaro & Yang, 2018, p. 175-192) who argue that surveys and big data will be used 
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together. This was also a finding from the American association for public opinion research 

task force report on big data (sited from, Callegaro & Yang, 2018, p. 182). We can look at big 

data and surveys as two different tools in the toolbox. Callegaro and Yang (2018, p. 182) 

argue that when looking to the future practice big data can tell us the “what” is happening and 

surveys can tell us “why”. The two different tools have their strengths and challenges. The 

same authors (Callegaro & Yang, 2018, P. 185) argue that “big data does not always imply 

high quality, and that surveys can be used to test that quality, and vice versa.” They suggest 

that survey and market researchers needs to move discussions about big data to rich data.  

Considering this and our observations in crisis we find it reasonable to argue that big data will 

supplement the systems that organizations have surrounding a crisis. Those systems being 

monthly reports about the public perception and the general reputation. These types of 

population research the interviewees are most useful when evaluating a crisis which was a 

finding when looking at hypothesis 7. There also seems to be value in qualitative research and 

evaluations after a crisis. Examples from our cases prove this, interviewing important partners 

is an example of this. One should also evaluate it from a risk perspective, like DNB did with 

the Panama Papers.  

5.4 Strategic communication and datafication  

  Datafication, strategic communication, crisis and the public sphere. 

Before discussing the question of how big data can change crisis communication considering 

our cases, it is worth discussing if big data is the future of strategic communications in 

general and how that might work with the public sphere. The public sphere is a common 

concept, introduced by Jurgen Habermas (1964), the term refers to how public opinion is 

formed. In an article in the journal of communication management Derina Holtzhausen 

(2016) discuss this balance of threat and opportunity with big data in strategic 

communications. One of her primary findings is that “strategic communicators should guard 

the public sphere and take a stance against the potential harm of big data” (Holtzhausen, 

2016, P.21). Holtzhausen (2016, p.29) argue that there are two primary connections between 

strategic communication and big data, the segmentation of audiences and the concept of 

algorithms as language. Now what we know is that big data tools use algorithms to 

understand language and do text analysis. It can also use algorithms to predict something with 
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degrees of probability, big data can also help the creation of messages and change the 

strategic communication done by organization. Another important issue that Holtzhausen 

(2016, p.21) bring up is that strategic communications need: “a seat at the technology table”. 

Holtzhausen (2016) also point to Sweeney (2013 – sited from Holtzhausen, p.33) that big data 

analytics provide new opportunities in using sentiment analysis to determine if a message 

interpreted positively or negatively. We would argue that due to these concerns 

communication executives should take sufficient interest in big data analytics and what this 

brings to the public sphere. For a crisis the creation of messages is the most interesting 

subject, since one communicates to a large audience through the media. 

 According to our analysis this is one of the most prominent areas for big data during crisis 

communication. We can observe that there is a product (Q-ball or similar tools) and a demand 

from organizations that experience crises. This is also supported by other sources concerning 

the general change in strategic communications (Wiesenberg, Zerfass, & Moreno, 2017) 

(Weiner & Kochhar, 2016). This change in crisis communication will still require expertise in 

crisis communication and knowledge about the public sphere according to our expert 

interviewee. It is a way to get more information that supports decision-making. This is in line 

with McAfee & Brynjolfsson, (2012) and their theory about how expert answers will change 

to expert questions.  

First of all, after working in Sweden I see how much more documentation driven the swedes are compared 

to Norwegians. Norwegians are cowboys and make decisions based on their intuition, many of the decision 

based on that or collective experience are good. But I believe we are going into a more data driven world, 

where information is cheaper and more accessible. (Expert interview) 

5.5 Trends 

 A theme that has been discussed throughout this dissertation is trends. Specifically, trends in 

society and societal development. We would argue that big data can identify growing trends 

or topics and how these will develop into the future. Based on the expert interview and the 

emerging crisis trends we would argue this is a valuable insight for crisis and issues 

managers. It supplements issues management, and can be part of a risk assessment. The 

predictive ability of big data is helpful for public relations professionals that must “sell” that 

an issue can grow to crisis based on the societal engagement on that topic. Seeing future 
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trends can give organizations the opportunity to position themselves accordingly and avoid 

issues. 

5.6 Research question 

We have now discussed some of the central topics that we observe as the most important 

considering big data analytics relationship to crisis management and communication. Now we 

address the research question directly, and look at how central theories used in this 

dissertation are supported by our analysis. 

5.6.1 Can big data change crisis management and communication?  

 Yes, to a certain degree. It will not mean a radical shift in practices, it will supplement the 

practices and give a better foundation to make decisions on, crisis management will become 

more data-driven. Reputation management is not the most important priority when a crisis 

breaks, if we are to believe our cases. The main priority then is to “get your facts straight”. 

However, when it comes to the crisis response big data can change the common practices by 

testing messages by using a big data tool like Q-ball. It will also give a real-time impression 

of the reputation status. How vital reputation measurements are for crisis management 

depends on the crisis type and which phase of a crisis an organization is in. In the pre-crisis 

stage big data can be used to supplement risk and reputation management, done by seeing 

trends in society that might be of interest to the organization. Big data analytics can also help 

see what will be on the agenda of the media and politicians if following the reverse agenda 

setting theory and the forecasting functions. The public discussion can be measured and used. 

Big data analytics can also help define what is a crisis and what is an issue if we follow the 

definition that a crisis exists when stakeholders believe it does. Provided that the stakeholders 

are the public in general and the organization wants to evaluate the reputational threat when 

presented with an issue. It seems however it is still important to use other methods to obtain 

insights from stakeholders, like the skiing federation did when interviewing their partners. If 

surveys will be completely abandoned by organizations with good resources is a question too 

large to answer for this thesis. The current answer seems to be that the two methods for 

measuring reputations supplement and can test each other. This seems to be the case in for 

example the post-crisis stage. It seems as the evaluation and recovery stage is not done well 

enough by many organizations, big data could help make this process easier. In these digital 
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times big data analytics could also serve as a good way for organizations to get to know these 

new technological developments. An organization probably can’t implement a big data 

analytics tool when the crisis hits, it then has other priorities, managers need to have these 

potential usage areas in mind not when the crisis hits, but before it hits. They must know what 

big data analytics is, the potentials it has and the risks it could bring when used wrongly. 

It seems as public relations professionals don’t know enough about big data analytics. 

Wiesenberg, Zerfass, & Moreno, (2017) did both a literature review and survey across 40 

countries to research how much knowledge strategic communications professionals had on 

the subject. Their study showed that there was a large gap between the perceived importance 

and current practices. The same authors also say that the full potential of big data analytics 

and algorithms have not been leveraged until now. (Wiesenberg, Zerfass, & Moreno, 2017, 

p.110). Concerning communication, it seems big data is only getting started. But the research 

from public relations is limited. In their literature review from 2017 (Wiesenberg, Zerfass, & 

Moreno, 2017) only identified a total of 53 articles from 2010 and 2015, most of them from 

marketing communications. Some authors point to the ability of communication evaluation, 

measurement and control, and others point to its predictive ability in predictive analysis of 

future environment and prescriptive analysis (Wiesenberg, Zerfass, & Moreno, 2017).  

When it comes to reputational crises there seems to be three things that are important, 

evaluating the reputational threat, limiting reputation loss, and evaluate reputational damage 

and communications performance. Advanced big data analytics can help these areas. We 

would also argue that big data can be part of the risk assessment done by organizations. Risk 

assessments is under the pre-crisis stage and risk management. “A risk assessment attempt to 

identify the weaknesses and asses the probability that a weakness will be exploited or 

developed into a crisis” (Coombs, 2015, p.40). We would argue that by looking at trends big 

data can help diagnose vulnerabilities and the likelihood of those issues turning to a crisis. 

The organizations/cases investigated seem to have a good understanding of how to do and 

utilize analytics in general, they also understand big data analytics. According to the model 

presented in section 1.3 about measuring and management a model by LaValle (2011) about 

how good organizations are at adopting analytics the answers from the managers seem to put 

them in the “Experienced” category, meaning that they use analytics to guide decision 

making. They don’t appear to use predictive and prescriptive analytics to a large degree in 

their crisis management and communication. Still, we would argue the organizations can 
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understand the capabilities of a big data tool. Other organizations might not be. We would 

argue that the organizations general expertise on analytics is another reason for why big data 

can change crisis management and communication.  

We would argue that due to observations found using the hypotheses there is a strong reason 

believe that big data will supplement practices in crisis management and communication. 

5.6.2 You can’t manage what you don’t measure 

Decision making is a central aspect of this this thesis, and we would argue that big data will 

change decision making in crisis management and communication. Big data does not 

revolutionize how a reputational crisis is managed, however it does give more insights that 

decisions can be based on. Big data will not replace the people who are making decisions 

before, during and after a crisis. Big data analytics gives them a larger foundation to base 

decisions on. As our expert interview highlights we are moving into more data driven world. 

This is the management revolution that McAfee & Brynjolfsson, (2012) discuss. How 

answers from experts will move towards experts asking the right questions. Experienced 

reputational crisis managers can ask the right questions, because they have some idea of what 

is important before, during and after a reputational crisis. We would argue that our analysis 

and answer to the research question supports McAfee & Brynjolfsson (2012) theory 

concerning how management will change due to big data analytics. Timothy Coombs’s 

Theories (2012) are also supported by our cases, we do see the same stages and that the 

organizations (to various degrees) follow the framework he presents.  

5.7 Limitations  

 This thesis has its limitations, and mistakes were as natural here as elsewhere. The first and 

major setback is that we have not been able to observe big data changing crisis 

communication and management on a day to day practice. Crises are sensitive issues and 

difficult to access from outside an organization. So, to say with a large degree of certainty that 

big data will change crisis management and communication more empirical evidence is 

needed. At the same time this thesis does not try to indulge in degrees of certainty, but rather 

probability. The goal is to be prescriptive or normative and give directions and injunctions 

about the subject. Another possible critique of this thesis is the use of cases, there could have 
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been used more cases, but it was also important that each case was investigated in-depth. The 

Telenor case is the case that was investigated the least and equipment failure meant less 

statements from the interviewee. Another thing that should have been done in this 

investigation was another expert interview, but it was difficulties in finding the right 

individual in Norway, which was someone who had to have sufficient knowledge of both big 

data analytics and crisis communication and crisis management.  

Another problem was the case of the skiing federation, where the initial approach was to 

focus on the Therese Johaug doping issue, when the initial focus should have been on the 

federation itself and their overall reputation crisis, this was accounted for when doing the 

analysis. The Therese Johaug crisis fuels the reputational crisis at the federation who had 

many issues in short period with asthma debates, Sundby and then Johaug. All the problems 

are in cross-country skiing and all involving doping of some sort. This was however a 

discovery during the interview with the manager there and when conducting the analysis.  

We also recognize that some of the hypotheses could have been grouped together, this applies 

to hypotheses 2,3 and 4. These operate in the same period before the crisis is publicly known. 

They are ways to determine the severity of the issue and crisis. But because of these 

discussions we would argue that big data analytics can be used to determine if something is an 

issue or a severe crisis that stakeholder will react to if revealed by for example the media. 

5.8 Contributions  

 This dissertation contributes to the field of crisis management and communication. 

Traditionally studies of crises have been short term analyses of single events. Crandall, 

Parnell & Spillan (2014, p.303) present in their book on crisis management in the new 

strategy landscape that crisis research will continue to rely on case studies, but will also use 

more statistical analysis and have long range perspective. There is a need to see the long-term 

effects. (Crandall, Parnell, & Spillan, 2014 p.302-303). This is an area where big data 

analytics could contribute to the research subject of crisis communication, by analyzing the 

reputation and mentions over time. This could be valuable for crisis researcher to for example 

test theories about crisis types and attribution of responsibility.  

We would argue that this dissertation also contributes to crisis management professionals and 

communicators who seek to improve their practices. The dissertation maps the possible areas 
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big data analytics can be applied. It is up to the organization if they buy services from 

consultancies that provide this kind of analytical service, or if they implement similar tools 

themselves. But it can be argued that an organization with enough resources and many risks 

should at the very least consider both. One crisis averted by big data could mean millions 

saved in expenses. A good message and communications could limit the loss of customers 

and reputation. Good evaluations make the organizations stronger and smarter, and the Skiing 

Federation case shows how important it is to do evaluations and use them for future decision-

making. This thesis also helps reputational crisis research, big data has not been discussed 

enough in academic writings about reputational crises.  

We can establish that big data analytic tools will supplement the current crisis management 

and communication practices. The decision-making process is based on more insights. Big 

data can help measure to better manage. Big data analytics is not without risk however, and 

can as the Cambridge Analytica crisis exemplifies turn into a lethal crisis. This is because of 

personal information from users, so crisis managers should move with outmost 

consciousnesses to make sure it does not break any laws if personal information about 

stakeholders is used. The methods behind big data analytics is also not without fault, there is a 

need for a substantial amount of information. A machine based on algorithms meant to 

understand language can still misunderstand words and sentences, therefore it’s important to 

double check that the numbers given by the machine make sense. Users must think critically 

when using such a tool and be good at interpreting the answers it gives. 
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6  Summary and conclusion     

In this dissertation we have attempted to answer the research question; Can big data change 

crisis management and communication? This was figured out by studying cases from the past. 

The cases were Norwegian reputational crises from the Norwegian skiing federation, DNB 

and Telenor. By looking at the three stages of a crisis (before, during and after) a series of 

hypotheses based on a comprehensive review of literature. The hypotheses then served to 

analyze the cases. To discover the potential big data analytics can have in crisis management 

and communication we also had to learn about how the managers dealt with their crisis. What 

did they do? And why? What do they think of big data analytics? To answer these questions, 

interviews were conducted with communication managers at the organizations. These answers 

were used to conduct an analysis structured by the hypotheses, with an aim to answer them. 

For big data to change crisis management and communication it had to change some central 

aspects of the practices. 

Big data will most likely change crisis management and communication. But not disrupt 

many traditional practices. This dissertation has focused on stakeholder’s opinions about an 

organization in crisis and how this process is managed and how big data could help it. Big 

data can be of great use in the three stages of a crisis, it can help diagnose vulnerabilities by 

using trend analysis of the public discourse to be better aware of what issues might turn in to a 

public relations crisis. It can also be applied in the preparation phase and test how the public 

will respond to an issue, hence helping to determine if an issue can turn into a reputational 

crisis. During a crisis, big data can also change the common practices, a tool like Q-ball 

seems to work well and crisis communicators are interested in seeing what messages that 

resonate with the public. Big data can also change how reputations are measured during the 

crisis, by being faster, than a survey. As the interviewees point out the area that big data 

analytics can contribute the most to is the evaluations phase, giving analytics on different 

stages and individuals. It seems to be a lack of evaluations concerning the strategic 

communications of these cases. The skiing federation seems to be the exception where they 

used evaluations from their prior crisis to manage and communicate during the next one. This 

does not mean that DNB and Telenor do not do it, they do after singular events, however they 

point out that they did not do a well enough evaluation. The main point is that big data 

analytics could make this evaluations phase easier. Big data analytics will become another 

tool in the crisis management toolbox. The use of such a tool must be done correctly and 
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morally, being careful with personal information about stakeholders. Using this kind of 

information and audience targeting was what caused the Cambridge Analytica and Facebook 

crisis. In the beginning of this thesis we said that the goal was to become familiar with an 

object of study and problem area, we are confident that this thesis does that. 

6.1.1 Further research  

 Because of this investigation it has become clear that there is need for more empirical 

research about what strategic communicators think about big data analytics in crisis 

management. We investigated three cases, it should be done more research based on even 

more cases from within organizations. The other question that should be asked is which types 

of crises they see it the most useful and in what stage of a crisis. But first and foremost, we 

need to see results of big data analytics successfully limiting reputation loss from cases. This 

requires information from sources within an organization experiencing a crisis. That access is 

hard to obtain, but should still be pursued. 
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Attachments 

Attachment 1: Interview guide/ participation form for elite interviews. 

 

Participation in research project. 

 Big data and crisis communication. Best practice. 

Background and purpose 

The purpose of this study is to identify if and how big data analytics can change crisis communication and 

management. This master thesis research question is “how will big data analytics change crisis management and 

communication? Studied through 3 Norwegian reputation crisis.” The thesis is written at the department of 

media and communication, University of Oslo. The project is also in cooperation with Zynk communication and 

leadership. 

The interview selection process is based on that you have experience with a reputation crisis, and detailed 

knowledge about the issues that crisis experienced.  

What does participation in this study contain? 

The participation of this study contains an interview of approximately 40 minutes. The interview will be 

recorded by audio and notes from researcher. The participant will be given the opportunity to retract statements 

after reading a transcription of the interview. The interview will contain the following topics. 

1) How did your organization prepare for a public reputation crisis? And the specific type of issue. 

(pre-crisis) 

2) How did your organization work under the reputation crisis? (Crisis-event) 

3) How did your organization evaluate the crisis management and communicatin? What did you 

learn? How did you document that learning? (post crisis) 

4) How would this type of software help you during a crisis? What areas are the most prominent? 

Showing examples. 

 

 

What happens to information about you? 

 

All personal information about you will be kept confidential. The name and/or position of the participant will be 

used in the thesis and hence published. personal information like email and phone number will be kept separated 

from other content on outlook email client and be confidential. If the participant wishes to only have their 

position at organization published, their name and other personal information will be kept through a scrambling 

key. 

 

The project is scheduled to end the 10th of May. The participants will be recognizable in the thesis. The cases are 

very specific. The participant can choose if they want their name and/or their position at their organization as the 

reference used for the thesis. The reason for not having anonymous participants is because their expertise as 

professionals and their experience with the specific crisis is of vital importance to the study.  
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Voluntary participation 

The participation of this study is voluntary. And you can withdraw your consent at any given time, with no 

reason needed. All information about you and your contribution will then be made anonymous. 

 

If you have questions about the study, please get in touch with me (Mats Winther Maltby) through phone or 

email. 91840732/ mfmaltby@media.uio.no or supervisor Cristina Archetti at cristina.archetti@media.uio.no 

 

The study is reported to «personvernombudet for forskning” NSD- Norwegian center for research data 

protection. 

 

Consent to participation in study 

 

I have received information about the study and are willing to participate.  

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

(Signed by participator, date) 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

I want to participate in this study and agree that my name and position at organization can be used publicly. 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

I want to participate in this study and agree that my position at organization can be used publicly. 
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Attachment 2: Interview guide/ participation form for the expert interview 

 

 

Participation in research project. 

 Big data and crisis communication. Best practice. 

Background and purpose 

The purpose of this study is to identify if and how big data analytics can change crisis communication and 

management. This master thesis research question is “how will big data analytics change crisis management and 

communication? Studied through 3 Norwegian reputation crisis.” The thesis is written at the department of 

media and communication, University of Oslo. The project is also in cooperation with Zynk communication and 

leadership. 

The interview selection process is based on that you have experience with a reputation crisis, and detailed 

knowledge about the issues that are experienced under a reputation crisis. 

What does participation in this study contain? 

 

The participation of this study contains an interview of approximately 40 minutes. The interview will be 

recorded by audio and notes from researcher. The participant will be given the opportunity to retract statements 

after reading a transcription of the interview. The interview will contain the following topics. 

 

1) How can big data analytics help prepare a company for a reputation crisis. 

2) How can big data help during a reputation crisis. 

3) How can big data be used in the evaluation of a reputation crisis. 

 

What happens to information about you? 

 

All personal information about you will be kept confidential. The name and/or position of the participant will be 

used in the thesis and hence published. personal information like email and phone number will be kept separated 

from other content on outlook email client and be confidential. If the participant wishes to only have their 

position at organization published, their name and other personal information will be kept through a scrambling 

key. 

 

The project is scheduled to end the 10th of May. The participants will be recognizable in the thesis. The cases are 

very specific. The participant can choose if they want their name and/or their position at their organization as the 

reference used for the thesis. The reason for not having anonymous participants is because their expertise as 

professionals and their experience with the specific crisis is of vital importance to the study.  

 

 

 

Voluntary participation 

The participation of this study is voluntary. And you can withdraw your consent at any given time, with no 

reason needed. All information about you and your contribution will then be made anonymous. 
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If you have questions about the study, please get in touch with me (Mats Winther Maltby) through phone or 

email. 91840732/ mfmaltby@media.uio.no or supervisor Cristina Archetti at cristina.archetti@media.uio.no 

 

The study is reported to «personvernombudet for forskning” NSD- Norwegian center for research data 

protection. 

 

Consent to participation in study 

 

I have received information about the study and are willing to participate.  

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

(Signed by participator, date) 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

I want to participate in this study and agree that my name and position at organization can be used publicly. 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

I want to participate in this study and agree that my position at organization can be used publicly. 

 

 

 


